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FOSH Mission Statement:

To promote all “sound,” naturally gaited 
horses, with a specific emphasis on Tennessee 
Walking Horses. (“Sound means not “sored”) 
Importance is placed on education regarding 
the humane care for the emotional, mental 
and physical well being, training, and 
treatment of all gaited horses. FOSH will 
only support flat shod or barefoot horses, and 
will never endorse any event that uses stacks 
and/or chains as action devices, nor any 
mechanical, chemical or artificial means to 
modify the natural gaits of the horse.

FOSH Focuses on three areas for gaited 
horses:

1. Educating people on sound training 
principles

2. Supporting sound shows, events & 
activities

3. Working to end soring

“Your present circumstances 
don’t determine where 

you can go; they merely 
determine where you start.” 

 —Nido Qubein

MORE FOSH INFORMATION ONLINE!
Follow us on Facebook and Twitter! Join 

the FOSH Friends Yahoo group open to all 
members! Order FOSH logo products and 

other materials at www.fosh.info
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President’s Letter

Dear Faithful Friends of FOSH,

This is a tough time of year for 
all of us because the Celebration, 
in all its animal abuse shame, 
has just ended, yet at the same 
time I hope this will be the last 
year for the big lick to be shown. 
FOSH continues to hear of ever 
increasing methods for soring 
horses, and it is obvious there 

will be no progress until the chains and stackpads are 
gone. 
 What was gratifying this year was increased 
media coverage of soring and the Celebration. The 
Tennesseean published several great articles by 
Paul Barton who was right on the money about the 
whitewashing going on by the big lick industry. Despite 
the Celebration touting its “independent” veterinary 
advisory committee (VAC) and blood testing, Sound 
Horse Warriors were thrilled that 59 Congressman 
wrote to USDA Secretary Tom Vilsack demanding 
stronger inspections—thank you Congressman 
Whitfield! Not only was the Congressional request 
a big plus in the battle against stacks and chains, the 
speedy release of the USDA’s inspection results was 
gratifying. All 166 horses disqualified from showing 
were big lick horses with the exception of one flat shod 
horse. The USDA’s thorough report shed new light on 
inspection and violation data which has never before 
been revealed. What was disappointing is the USDA 
did not pull shoes and pads at the Celebration to check 
for pressure soring. This was surprising as their digital 
x-rays indicated four horses had thin hoof walls. Prior 
to the Celebration, FOSH wrote the USDA asking for 
the pulling of pads and shoes, and the Congressional 
letter also asked for the same to test for pressure soring.
 FOSH was pleased to see its database of Horse 
Protection Act violations (www.hpadata.us) cited in 
a beautifully written editorial of The Chattanoogan 
Times. With over 12,500 violations, including over 1500 
USDA issued 7060s, we are proud that FOSH is the go-to 
organization for journalists for statistics and soring data. 
Another website that journalists use is www.stopsoring.
com which archives over 50 years’ articles. Sound Horse 
Conference presentations are also cited, and they are at 
www.soundhorseconference.com. Thank you, FOSH 
members, for financially supporting us with your 
membership dollars so that we can continue to gather 
data, maintain websites and be a resource on soring.

 What has been enjoyable these past few months 
is the opportunity to get out and visit with sound 
horse fans and FOSH members. I attended the WHOA 
fundraising clinic with Gary Lane and met like-minded 
owners who wanted to know more about gaits and try 
out their new knowledge. Our FOSH eye candy, the 
FOSH Gaited Journey bookmarks, brought a smile to 
their faces as part of their welcome package. 
 It was also very gratifying to attend the Missouri 
State Fair Society Horse Show which was big lick 
through 2012, when it only had 20 entries due to an 
appearance by the USDA. What a difference a flat shod 
show makes! There were 114 entries this year, and 
the show used the Missouri Horse Show Association 
rulebook which modeled its gaited horse rules on the 
IJA Rulebook. As a result, almost all the exhibitors were 
FOSH members who were at home with exhibiting 
their natural, pleasure gaited horses.
 Finally, I hope you are able to attend the FOSH 
Fundraiser clinic with Gary Lane on October 11 and 
12 in Hillsboro, MO. Gary’s generous donation of his 
time allows for funds to be raised to continue FOSH’s 
mission to stop soring—all proceeds go to FOSH! One 
reason this clinic is so important is because gaited 
horse owners continually contact FOSH asking how 
to get their horses to gait or gait better and this clinic 
has the answers. So please plan on joining us as a rider 
or auditor and SHARE the news of this clinic to help 
your friends who want more hands on education on 
gaited horses. Last year’s attendees had a wonderful 
time learning about gait, how to gait their horses and 
improve their horse’s gaits. Not only that, we had fun 
visiting with like-minded souls who want to train their 
gaited horses without abuse or gimmicks.

– Happy Autumn, Teresa

P.S. Check us out on Facebook and Twitter! Plus, our Gaited 
Horse Distance Riding and Dressage programs also have 
Facebook pages.

FOR REAL TIME UPDATES AND 
OTHER USEFUL INFORMATION 
 Join the FOSHFriends Yahoo group!

Visit www.stopsoring.com to see the public outcry against 
the brutality of soring.  Links to over 150 articles.
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In Cross of Gold Road, Connie Holt, investigator 
for Cary McCutcheon’s equine insurance 

company, undertakes the case of an escaped walking 
horse found wandering in McCutcheon’s pasture. 
The colt has been sored. Connie must discover the 
whole story about the runaway so that the culprits 
can be caught, prosecuted and punished. But how 
are you to do that when so many members of horse 
communities refuse to give information about those 
who sore? And there are more complications. She’s 
been working with a new hire at the company, a 
young man with crippling Post Traumatic Stress 
Disorder (PTSD). Can he stand up to the demands 
of the case? A high school student enters the scene 
with important information, but with him comes 
the issue of child abuse. A third quandary is the 
man Connie loves who lives in Denver. He becomes 
increasingly alarmed as she gets closer to danger. 
No one suspects what will happen on Cross of Gold 
Road on the night the case cracks wide open.

To Purchase A Copy: Paperback at Amazon ($8.08) 
or Kindle ($5.98), or contact Marilyn at http://www.
mmfisher.com to find out how to get an autographed 
copy ($8.00.)

Marilyn M. Fisher lives in Tennessee. Born in Buffalo, 
New York, she moved to Virginia as an adult. She found 
that state beautiful and intriguing, the perfect setting for 
her equestrian mystery novels. A college English professor 
for most of her career, she has long had a fascination 
with everything about horses, and has ridden, bred, and 
owned them. She feels a strong need to protect horses from 
mistreatment, a recurring theme in her novels. The aim 
of her newest book, Cross of Gold Road, is to educate 
readers about soring so they can help eradicate this evil 
practice.

Cross of 
Gold Road
New Novel by Marilyn 
Fisher is a Mystery about 
Justice for a Sored Horse

“Fisher’s brief  
novel takes a stand 
against animal 
cruelty and horse 
abuse without 
being heavy-
handed or dry. Her 
characters speak 
for themselves, 
allowing the 
message to 
naturally come 
across in their 
words. Lomax’s 
[the young veteran]

PTSD and the emotional demons that 
torment the abused colt are subtly 
complementary, illustrating how horses 
and humans can heal one another…A 
compelling story of  healing, both human 
and animal.”  –  Kirkus Reviews  https://
www.kirkusreviews.com/book-reviews/
marilyn-m-fisher/cross-of-gold-road/

These instructional DVD’s were created for IJA by 8th Heaven 
Farm of Colorado. The 3 DVD’s include IJA Introductory Tests 
1 – 4, IJA Two Gait Tests A – E, and the IJA Manual for Gait-
ed Dressage. The Tests comprise ridden examples of each test with 
directive voice overs and superimposed patterns.

$40 includes shipping*

Name _______________________________________________________

Address _____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

Telephone_________________________Email ____________________
Make Checks payable to FOSH and submit to 

Friends of Sound Horses • 6614 Clayton Road #105 • St. Louis, MO 63117
*Shipping 1-3 days

Great Opportunity!
Gaited Dressage 

3 DVD Set
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Remington, a 26-year-old Icelandic pony, has thrived in a sport 
dominated by Arabians. He wasn’t honored by the American 
Endurance Ride Conference for winning distance events, but 
for his consistency and true endurance. This year the Ameri-
can endurance Ride Conference (AERC) named Remington 
as their Hall of Fame Equine, and below Remington’s owner 
shares the journey that led them to endurance riding’s su-
preme honor.

The latest equine 
inductee in-to 

the AERC Hall of Fame 
is my 26-year-old, 13.3-
hand Icelandic horse, 
Remington. Why on 
earth would anybody 
want a cantankerous 
old pony in the Hall of 
Fame? Maybe the an-
swer lies in the different 
ways we recognize en-
durance in our horses.
 What is endurance 
in a horse? It can be 
the ability to perform 
well in a tough 50 or 
even 100 mile ride. It 
can also mean the abil-
ity to keep competing 
through a long season and garner year-end awards. Or 
it can mean the ability to stay sound enough to pile up 
ride completions over a long career. Some of the horses 
in the Hall of Fame have won ride after ride. Others have 
rolled up mile after mile. Some have done both.
 With Remington it is all about longevity. With two 
50-mile rides so far this season, we have now completed 
endurance rides together for the last 20 years in a row. He 
has accumulated 11,300 career endurance miles so far. He 
is a gold level horse in the AERC’s 100-mile program for 
having completed ten 100-mile rides. He has also com-
pleted more than ten multiday Pioneer rides. Even among 
all the incredible horses in the Hall of Fame, Remington is 
unique for the combination of these achievements.
 Remington hasn’t been pulled since 2004 when he 
completed 2,055 miles in one season. He is the highest 
mileage gaited horse in the history of the sport by far. He 
participated in the XP 2001, XP 2004 and XP 2011 cross-
country rides and has crossed the Continental Divide at 
South Pass three different times. Whether you prefer the 

First Icelandic Pony 
Named to AERC’s Hall of Fame

By John Parke

metaphor of the Energizer bunny or the Timex watch 
which keeps on ticking, the pony just keeps going.
  Most people rightly think of Remington and me as 
back-of-the-pack finishers. Our only top ten finish when 
there were more than ten horses entered in a ride came 
in the first AERC 100 Mile Championship Ride in 1998 
after other horses dropped out. 

   Remington did 
show an occasion-
al turn of speed, 
though, years ago 
when I was pushing 
for him to be the first 
Icelandic to win a re-
gional points cham-
pionship. I think his 
fastest 50-mile time 
was 5:44 for a ride 
out in the desert. We 
went first middle-
weight in the Pacific 
Southwest Region 
in 1998 and again 
in 2004. It seemed 
like we were always 
competing back 
then with my fel-
low middleweight, 
Randy Coleman and 
his superb Hall of 

Fame horse Pandora’s Pixy. We also took the regional 
rider mileage championship in both of those years, and 
placed second in national mileage in 2004.
 We started endurance in 1995 just a few months after 
I bought Remington as a Christmas present for my wife 
and children the year before. I was an avid mountain 
biker at the time but thought that riding the pony would 
be something my whole family could share. I hadn’t rid-
den a horse for nearly 40 years since back when I would 
climb up on the back of one of my grandpa’s farm horses 
with two or three of my cousins when I was a child.
 I thought it was only fair to try to keep Remington fit 
after I brought him home so I tried to ride him a couple of 
nights a week after I came home from work. His breeder 
told me that I should give endurance riding a try if I was 
going to ride him so much. She had done endurance on 
Icelandics to promote the breed a decade or so before. I 
also learned about the prominent role Icelandics played 
in the Great American Horse Race in 1976.

continued page 8

© Lynne Glazer, www.lynnesite.com
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 Endurance looked like the perfect sport for us. I 
figured I would learn a lot about horseback riding and 
horse care from other riders. We would have the ben-
efit of supervision from veterinarians and ride managers 
to provide us a margin of safety while we both learned 
about covering long distances and tough terrain. We 
would be exposed to state-of-the-art information on 
horse care and equipment. We would get out on beauti-
ful trails we might not otherwise have access to.
 I entered our first ride after seeing an ad in a free-
bie magazine from the feed store. I was totally clueless 
about what to do at the ride, but Remington seemed 
to buzz right along. At the midway vet check, the vet 

 After a season of limited distance rides, we tried our 
first 50-milers at the beginning of 1996. We completed our 
first one but just weren’t adequately prepared to finish our 
second one. I then met up with Kim and Richard Fuess 
and received excellent mentoring from them on condition-
ing and nutrition for longer distances. This made a world 
of difference for us. We completed another half dozen or 
so 50s with no problem over the rest of the year. 
 We completed our first 100 the beginning of the next 
year. We did our first multiday ride six months later 
when we drove out to Utah with Richard and his young 
Arabian stallion, Jake. It was obvious by then that Rem-
ington was never going to be a threat to finish first. It was 
equally clear, though, that he possessed that extra degree 
of toughness and soundness to stay fresh over any dis-
tance, especially multi-day rides. 
 I came to realize that completing those longer dis-
tances was as much about me having the brain power 
and discipline to properly manage the horse over the 

course for hours and hours and even days 
as it was about the horse himself. Whether it 
was the scenery or the mental challenge, all 
of my favorite ride memories over the many 
years since then have come from 100-milers 
or multi-day rides.
 Remington’s time with the young stal-
lion, Jake, at multi-day rides illustrates much 
about the pony’s character. The same qualities 
that make him a great babysitter can make 
him a handful to deal with. The plain truth is 
that he is cranky and willful. He is supremely 
confident out on the trail, and everywhere 
else. He is obsessed with keeping other horses 
in line. Young, nervous horses love being with 
him. He has helped dozens of them through 
rides. Remington is the horse everybody waits 
for to lead the youngsters over difficult stream 
crossings or through herds of cattle.
 Remington’s bossiness extends to other 
species besides horses. He relishes pushing 
cattle around. He has no tolerance for dogs. 
He enjoys the company of people but does 
not like being told what to do by them. His 

willingness to run away (but not very far) from anyone 
trying to hold his lead rope is legendary.
 Remington’s aggressive nature can have its advantag-
es. Perhaps my scariest experience riding him came when 
we surprised a full-grown black bear at close quarters on 
the aptly named Upper Oso trail in the national forest near 
my home. Clearly agitated, the bear faced us from less 
than ten feet away and started to rock from side to side. 
All I could think about was what would the bear do to me 
if I fell while my horse spun to run away. Instead, Rem-
ington pinned his ears back, arched his neck and charged. 
The bear, at least, had the good sense to turn around and 
run down the mountain.
 I suppose Remington even has a protective or gentle 
side to his personality. The only other person besides me 
to ride him in an endurance ride was my youngest son, 

Remington

said his trot didn’t look right. Then a gruff voice behind 
him said, “I vetted those furry things all the way across 
the country in the Great American Horse Race. That’s a 
tolt, not a trot. He’s fine.” (That was the beginning of a 
very long relationship with Dr. Dave Nicholson.) I still 
remember the feeling of accomplishment when we fin-
ished. For some reason, completing that first 30-mile ride 
was one of the most satisfying things I had ever done. 
 Our next ride was a Terry Woolley Howe extrava-
ganza near San Diego. I was so ignorant at the time that 
I didn’t even have a blanket for Remington when it start-
ed to rain the night before the ride. So I went over to the 
general store next to camp and bought a red-checkered 
plastic tablecloth and safety pins to use as a makeshift 
rain fly. We had such a good time the next day at Terry’s 
perpetual party that I could not imagine not doing it 
again. I guess we were hooked.

from page 7

© Lynne Glazer, www.lynnesite.com
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back when my son was 12 years old. My son has special 
needs but he wanted to try to get through an endurance 
ride at least once in his life. 
Remington carried him as though he was bearing the 
most precious, most fragile cargo in the world. For once, 
he stood perfectly still for every mount and dismount. 
Whenever my son would stretch, Remington would 
gradually slow and give him time to get comfortable. 
Remington stayed perfectly balanced underneath him 
for 50 miles, with no sudden movements. Tears still well 
in my eyes when I think of my son’s pride when they 
crossed the finish line and my gratitude for the priceless 
gift Remington gave us that day.
 Remington’s extreme intelligence and insistence on 
being the decision maker certainly makes for an interest-
ing ride since I am never sure of what he is going to do. 
He is nimble and sure-footed. He loves to dash through 
the rocks and jump over logs and washouts. It is thrill-
ing to ride him while he weaves his way through the 
trees down a steep winding trail in the mountains at full 
speed. He prefers to pick out the trail himself and is an 
expert at following ribbons. He has an amazing ability to 
memorize trail and terrain. He never fails to recognize a 
trail even in country he has traveled through only once 
or twice and hasn’t seen for years.
 Any discussion of Remington’s behavior on the trail 
invariably turns to his gait, as in what is it? He actually 
has a flashy four-beat tolt when you make him do it but 
that is not the two-beat gait I hear on the trail. I assumed 
for years that his predominant gait was the trot. Endur-
ance riders who rode a lot of miles with me would tell 
me that it didn’t look exactly like a trot to them. Trilby 
Pedersen used to call it his “little shuffle.”
 So recently I got out all my old ride photos and re-
searched books and articles on gaits. The photos of Rem-
ington’s side gait tell all. I cannot find one photo of him 
showing the classic diagonal stride and even footfall of a 
trot. Instead, what the photos consistently show is when 
the hind leg is touching down underneath him, the front 
leg on the same side is up in front of his chest with the 
foot hanging down. While the other hind leg is extended 
behind him, the front leg on that side is in a near vertical 
position under him instead of reaching out as it would 
be in a trot. If I listen carefully, what I hear isn’t really 
a two-beat gait but a broken four-beat gait instead. I 
don’t hear the even four-beat “Black and Decker” sound 
of a proper tolt. I hear a “di-dut, di-dut” instead. Pho-
tos show his front feet are clearly touching and taking 
off before his corresponding hind feet. His hoof marks 
show a nine-inch overstride. Whatever it is, the gait is 
very, very smooth to ride at any speed. Me thinks my 
pony dances the foxtrot!
 Whatever way he is going, my strange little horse is 
still going strong. He hasn’t had a step of lameness since 
he started going barefoot several years ago. He has ac-
tually muscled up and become more powerful since I 
switched to a treeless saddle at about the same time. 
 I have been riding Remington now for exactly half of 
my adult life. The pressures of maintaining a busy law 

practice and caring for a now-adult special needs child 
never seem to leave me with enough time for riding. Still, 
we make do. Although my wife is my true love, Reming-
ton is definitely my soul mate. When we are riding in the 
wee hours of the morning, I can feel his muscles moving 
as though they are my own and I know he can read my 
thoughts. Sometimes it feels like we are two parts of the 
same being.
 I was filled with pride when Remington was 
awarded Hall of Fame horse at the AERC national 
awards banquet this year. It was especially meaningful 
that the award was presented by our longtime friend 
Terry Woolley Howe, because she has witnessed our 
entire endurance riding career. Oddly, I wasn’t proud 
for my horse, because I already knew who he is and 
what he has accomplished. No, what I was proud of 
was my AERC.
 I was proud of my AERC because it recognizes the 
value of keeping our horses sound and healthy over the 
miles and over the years. I was proud of my AERC for 
sticking to its guns and staying at the forefront of guard-
ing our horses’ welfare for the 20 years Remington and 
I have been in the sport. I remain proud of my fellow 
endurance riders for creating a community centered 
around a profound respect for what our horses do for us. 
 More information on endurance riding is available by vis-
iting www.aerc.org or by calling the AERC office at 823-2260. 
By request, the office will send out a free information packet to 
prospective members.
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In Search of Wide 
Open Spaces

Don’t fence me in! Those of us who grew up 
riding on large ranches, BLM land and in the 
National Forests will probably always search to 

fill the need for no barriers riding. The search for wide 
open spaces to trail ride was the founding motivation 
for the Red Horse Ranch Rough Riders’ Club more 
than 20 years ago. We are dedicated to introducing the 
joys of unlimited or freedom riding to club members 
and provide solid planning and preparation materials 
and classes to help them to become confident and 
self sufficient in navigating through wilderness horse 
camping adventures. With more horse owners living 
in suburban areas than ever before many of them have 
never dreamed that no boundaries riding existed. 
 BLM land and National Forest land belongs to each 
and every one of us and it is literally at rein’s length for 
our enjoyment. We’d like to give you just a peek into 
the adventures of horse camping that we had this year 
and that’s awaiting you and your favorite trail mount. 
We’ve included lots of tips and even preparation lists 
you may find helpful.  
 The Rough Riders’ Club traditionally journeys to 
the cooler habitat of National Forest and Wilderness 
locations for yearly rides as summer temperatures 
crescendo. Areas that we have ridden include the 
Gila Wilderness, White Mountain Wilderness, Pecos 
Wilderness, the Sacramento Mountains, Lincoln 
National Forest, El Capitan Wilderness, the Wind 
River Range, Bridger Teton National Forest and Teton 
National Park.
 This year, the numerous wildfires have caused 
loss of property, livestock and a lot of grief for many. 
In addition, many recreational users of the involved 
National Forest areas have been displaced as well. 
Fire conditions this year forced our club to change 

 by Suzanne De Laurentis and Allen Pogue, Imagine A Horse, ©2012; www.imagineahorse.com

– Rough Riders Club 2012

our planned destination camp just days prior to the 
departure date. 
 Rough Riders Club topics include-Choosing a great 
place to camp, ride safely in risky terrain, game signs 
and habitat, trailer and equipment, trailer loading 
and hauling techniques, planning and packing gear, 
containing and feeding your horse away from home, 
healthcare for you and your horse, menu planning and 
five star camp cooking, develop a functional seat for 
trail riding, fitness for horse and rider, firearms basics, 
read maps, gps and trail signs, what to do when things 
go wrong. 
 This year we chose the Sacramento National 
Forest near Cloudcroft, NM as it was a relatively easy 
one day drive. We began our selection process by 
choosing a general area, ordered USGS maps from 
the administrating Forest Service office and called the 
ranger district to determine which horse trails were 
most popular. Members of our club often offer to scout 
a new area months ahead of our trip but it wasn’t an 
option this time. Items that we needed to consider for 
a comfortable camp included; access to water whether 
stock tanks or stream, altitude, number of trail heads 
available from the camp area, tree cover for our comfort 
and also to line tie horses.
 While many forest areas have camping options 
designed to accommodate horses, we prefer dispersed  
camping. Basically this means that you are free to park 
your rigs and horses in an area of a National Forest that 
is NOT a campground as long as there are no posted 
restrictions or warning signs.     
 The ranger station had suggested several different 
trail head areas that may accommodate our group yet 
as our caravan proceeded down the narrow forest 
road, we were excited and at the same time a bit 
apprehensive that we would find a large enough area 
for our needs. We decided on the Willie White Trail 
Head as there were just enough trees to use for line ties 
and the stream was less than 35 feet away so that horses 
could easily be led to water. Creeks and natural water 
seeps are shown on maps and are  safe for watering 

This land is your land, and mine. Our great country has over 193 
million acres for us to explore! This view is at the top of White 
Horse Hill facing Nogal Peak in the White Mountain Wilderness 
of NM.

Horses rest on the line tie. Knots in the middle of the tie 
rope keep them apart and doesn’t let them get tangled up.
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horses and also bathing but not for human drinking or 
cooking. 
 As the altitude in the general area of our selection 
seemed to average over 8,000 feet several of our club 
members opted out of the trip for altitude related 
health issues such as emphysema and heart conditions. 
Folks who have no problem doing camp chores at a 
lower altitude of 5,000 or 6,000 ft can find themselves 
tired and short of breath at a camp like the one chose at 
8,700 ft. Altitude may also affect horses that are seniors 
or have allergies. Two of our young campers both 
endured headaches and suppressed appetites the first 
two days in camp and we had to monitor their food 
and liquid intake as they did not feel like eating. By the 
second day of riding both of them were feeling fine.      
 After setting up camp, evening found us cozy and 
cheerful with horses eating contentedly and friends 
enjoying a fabulous meal under the canopies of our 
community kitchen area.
 Our first day on the trails was an exhilarating 
experience for our members who had not previously 
ridden through the beauty of the heavy pines forest. The 

Horse sense on THe TrAil
• Apply fly spray before you leave AND carry 

roll-on in your saddle bag

• Put a halter on OVER the bridle for lunch 
breaks and emergencies

• Plan each ride and let someone know your 
route and timeline or write it down and 
leave it on the windshield of a tow vehicle

• Appoint a group leader and a drag rider

• Place inexperienced mounts or riders 
between more seasoned ones  

• Keep maps and GPS with you

• Carry a phone AND a whistle

• Learn your directions and approximate time 
by sun location 

• Announce yourself to others on the road-
hikers, bikes, ATV riders etc. Ask those that 
you approach to speak to the horses so they 
can tell they are human and friendly 

• Vary your speed to keep the horses 
interested and to lessen muscle fatigue

• Keep the reins in your hand at all times-
expect the unexpected

• Don’t let horses smell each other or try 
to buddy up on a ride whether you are 
mounted or on the ground

• If you DO get lost, let the most experienced 
trail horse get you back on the trail by giving 
him his head

• Stay alert and try to see the terrain through 
the eyes of your horse

• Your relaxed and calm attitude will give your 
horse confidence in unexpected situations

• Give no attention to scary objects on the trail 
and your horse will most likely do the same

• Always be ready to pull your horse into a 
tight circle if you feel he is getting out of 
control

• Your horse doesn’t know (unless you teach 
him) how tall both of you are. He only 
understands how tall he is in relation to tree 
limbs

• Always dismount on the uphill side of 
your horse and be able if at all possible to 
dismount on either side

• Check to make sure that every rider in your 
party knows an emergency dismount

biggest surprise of the day was the ease with which the 
horses who were residents of the flatland negotiated 
the intense mountain trail. Probably the hardest thing 
for folks to do is to trust their horses, to trust that they 
can do the work without rider interference. 
 The second day on the mountains was equally 
enjoyable. We were thrilled to see wild turkey, a number 
cow elk with calves and a few spike bulls. The sharp 
ballist rock that remained from the ancient and nearly 
invisible mountain rail tracks sparked a lively discussion 
of some members’ “barefoot only” philosophy. In spite 
of protective boots on bare feet, the horses became very 
tender very fast. By the beginning of the third day many 
of the horses including my own sported boots on top of 
their rim shoes!  
 When every necessary element of a horse’s existence 
is provided by his handler, he generally displays great 

Having close proximity to stream sure makes camp life easier.  

continued page 12
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Wide Open Spaces
from page 11

enthusiasm when he sees you heading his way! For 
me, it has always been a great joy to care for my horses’ 
daily needs and enjoy their constant company. For 
folks who stable their horses in a boarding facility, this 
closeness may be especially pleasurable. 
 Horses are contextual beings. This means a change 
in surroundings, or context, may result in different 
behaviors than we are used to at home as one club 
member quickly learned. She had historically free 
grazed her horse at home with no problems and let him 
loose to graze during a lunch stop. He stayed near her 
for some time and suddenly became disoriented in his 
vast surroundings and before he could be reached, left 
our group at a very fast walk. Although his owner and 
another rider trailed him over halfway back to camp, 
he disappeared on a tight turn and his tracks could not 
be picked up on the rock. It was a somber group for 
dinner that night with one of our horses missing! 
 The next few days were spent searching for the 
tracks of the lost horse, notifying the county Sheriff, 
State Police and Forest Service. We posted signs 
throughout the entire valley, at all trail entrances and 
flagged down every hiker, rider and ATV group that 
could be found. Finally after two long days and nights, 
a very nice couple on ATVs recovered the horse. It was 
a happy night.  
 These are just a sampling of experiences that we 
shared during this year’s Rough Riders Club trip. For 
some of us, it was confirmation yet again of why we 
trail ride and for others it was the beginning of a new 

Our national forests offer lots of choices. It is a good idea to 
verify location with signage and maps.

and unbreakable habit of riding with no barriers.
 We hope you may enjoy and apply some of the 
suggestions and lists that we use in preparation for our 
Rough Riders’ Club adventures.

What’s your idea of camp food?
Don’t skimp on meals just because you’re outdoors!
A small portable stove or grill and a little pre-planning 
can yield great meals: 
• Plan meals ahead of time and assign main dishes 

and side dishes to all group members
• Some prep work can be done at home and frozen 
• Pack multiple coolers-separate ones for meat, 

drinks and for vegetables
• Pack all food items that will be on ice in leak proof 

plastic bags or containers
• Keep dry foods and non perishables in a water 

proof plastic container
• Bring LOTS of drinking water

Even though horses officially have the “right of way” over 
hikers, there were over 200 youngsters in this group so it made 
sense for the riders to wait and give them some space.

Some climbs are truly worth the effort! This group is looking 
out over White Sands, NM from the top of Argentine Trail 
in the White Mountain Wilderness.
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Camping Items
If you don’t have a living quarters trailer or nice tent, 
clean out the back of your trailer and set up cots inside
 Cot, pillows, sleeping bags and blankets
 Lighters and water proof matches
 Lantern (good quality)
 Chairs and camp table
 Cook ware and eating utensils
 Grill/camp stove
 Axe, shovel, knife, heavy hammer or mallet 

for tent stakes 
 Coffee top
 Garbage bags
 Whistle and flashlights
 Chopping board and utensils
 Tent with tarps for under floor, inside floor 

(keeps floor from tearing) and extra tent stakes
 Lots of nylon cord
 Some type of portable potty, bags & toilet 

paper
 Trash bags,
 Fly and bug repellent
 Utility scissors
 Camera
 Personal toiletry including a Camping mirror, 

Huggies wipes, face wipes, body wipes
 Towels
 Dish soap and pans
 Shower tent (from Cabellas)and hot water 

heater
 Camping doesn’t mean you have to skip on 

basics like a nice hot shower!
 Bear deterrent spray

The Horse list
 Bring extra of EVERYTHING
 Saddle(s), bridle, blankets, breast collar, 

head gear, breast collar or yoke, crupper if 
necessary

 Cinches, hoof picks, rasp
 Saddle bags
 Hoof boots
 At least 30 ft of rope for line tying and a few 

rings (off of old halters)
 Helmet
 Fly mask
 Electrolytes
 Sponges
 A fully equipped first aid kit for horses
 Shovel, hammer, snaps
 two buckets per horse
 hay containers or bags 
 apple picker
 rescue remedy or be-calm paste
 polo wraps
 salt bricks

PRIMER AND RESOURCES-
The United States Forest Service is an agency of the United 
States Department of Agriculture that administers the nation’s 
155 national forests and 20 national grasslands, which encompass 
193 million acres; National Forests do not restrict access except 
for emergency conditionS; Bureau of Land Management (BLM) 
lands are accessible to the public with posted conditions such as 
closing gates
National Parks are regulated with restricted access; State Lands 
and State Parks are regulated with restricted access
United States Geological Survey (USGS) maps are available for 
every National Forest in the US and offer valuable information 
on land usage, trail etiquette, wildlife habitat, foliage and 
historical markers.

A GUIDE TO YOUR NATIONAL FORESTS & GRASS LANDS 
http://www.fs.fed.us/maps/products/guide-national-
forests09.pdf
Leave no trace camping http://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/
psicc/about-forest/districts/?cid=stelprdb5090480
United States Geological Survey http://www.usgs.gov/
pubprod/
For information regarding firearms on both BLM lands and in 
National Forests visit these sites-
http://www.blm.gov/pgdata/etc/medialib/blm/ut/moab_
fo/misc_.Par.94478.File.dat/FirearmsMFO.pdf
http://www.fs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/
stelprdb5066182.pdf

A note from the authors – Due to space constraints, the information 
provided herein is suggested as beginnings guidelines and is by 
no means meant to be a complete guide to horse camping. 
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If you are going to ride your horse, what 
is the most important thing your horse 
must be able to do? Carry the rider. 
How do you prepare your horse to carry 
a rider? By helping him develop his 
postural muscles. Want to know more? 
 Well then, you may want to audit 
an upcoming Connected Riding® 
Biomechanics workshop at the Houston 
Mounted Patrol Facility in Houston, 
Texas on November 22 & 23, 2014. This 
is all made possible by the Houston 
Mounted Patrol, Friends of Sound Horses 
(FOSH), a “Now That’s A Walking 
Horse!” grant by the Humane Society of 
the United States (HSUS) and Connected 
Riding ® senior instructors Debbie 
Davies and Jillian Kreinbring. Talk about 
a partnership for the good of the horse!! 
This is a partnership of “great!”
 You won’t want to miss this 
extraordinary opportunity to learn 
from two internationally known equine 
osteopaths. We will learn what a weight 
bearing posture is and why it is important 
for the biomechanical development and 
longevity (useful life) of the horse. We will 
learn compensation patterns the horses 
have developed and how to overcome 
them through exercises based on the 
correct form and function principles of 
equine biomechanics. We will learn horse 
and rider balance techniques. We will 
learn how to utilize ground work support 
exercises to re-establish neurological 
patterns to return the horse to a healthy 
weight bearing posture which is 
extremely important for these service 
horses. The more ability the horse has 
to self-carry, the stronger he will be both 
mentally, physically and emotionally. The 
officers and riders, who spend hours in 
the saddle, will also learn how to sit in a 
neutral posture and become live weight 
so that the horse will not become fatigued.
 Connected Riding® created by Peggy 
Cummings teaches you how to become one 
with your horse’s movement. You learn to 
use your body more efficiently to readily 

Connected Riding® Workshop Extraordinaire
Houston, Texas • November 22 -23, 2014

improve your horse’s performance; 
to ride without compression, pain or 
stress; to reduce rider-induced ‘bridle 
lameness’ in horses; and how to have 
more ease, fun and longevity in riding. 
Everything you learn will promote 
freedom of movement and reciprocity 
through elastic connection between 
horse and rider, creating the magic of 
being ‘in sync.’ For more information, 
visit www.connectedriding.com. 
     Debbie Davies is a Connected Rid-
ing® Senior Instructor Clinician, study-
ing with Peggy Cummings since 1996, 
British Horse Society certified, ARIA 
certified, Quantum Energetics certified 
practitioner for horses and humans, 
Founder/Creator of Equine Self–Ex-
pression, an equine assisted learning 
program and completed her Equine 
Osteopathic studies at the Vluggen In-
stitue. Her goal is to educate through 
training, riding and teaching so that ev-
ery horse has the opportunity to redis-
cover a balanced foundation, mentally, 
physically and emotionally upon which 
the building blocks of training can be 
layered. She achieves this by provid-
ing every trainer, rider and horseman 
the opportunity to understand the con-
nection between the physiological and 
emotional make-up of the horse as it re-
lates to the biomechanical principles of 
functional movement, riding and per-
formance. She offers learning forums in 
the US and abroad that include Equine 
Nervous System Series; Mapping the 
Jigsaw; Body Work and Remobiliza-
tion Techniques; and Equine Growth, 
Learning and Healing through the Eyes 
of the Horse. For more information, 
visit www.equineselfexpression.com. 
     Jillian Kreinbring is a Connected 
Riding® Senior Instructor, studying 
with Peggy Cummings since 2001. 
She was the head trainer at Circle L 
Ranch in Germany, pursued a master’s 
program at the University of Wisconsin 
in equine movement and development 

ConneCTed
riding®
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guided by Dr. Hilary Clayton. She studied gross 
anatomy with Dr. Deb Bennett and is currently 
pursuing equine osteopathic studies. Her work also 
draws upon Classical Dressage principles and the 
work of Manolo Mendez and TTEAM®. She travels 
the world presenting an Equine Biomechanics Lecture 
Series. Jillian teaches the why and how of balance and 
collection and what is happening biomechanically 
in the horse’s body when we work to achieve these 
postures. She explains healthy movement in depth, 
providing the student the opportunity to develop their 
eye, so they can see healthy and unhealthy postures, 
resulting in a more responsible equestrian. For more 
information, visit www.jkreinbring.com .
 The Houston Mounted Patrol program is probably 
the best mounted patrol program in the country. The 
horses are either barefoot or booted, are started using 
natural horsemanship principles, are fed a natural 
diet and are turned out in a pasture on their days off 
to interact with a herd. Many of the patrol mounts are 
gaited horses. They have mounted patrol units from all 
over the United States visiting them regularly to see 
how they run their program. They will be hosting the 
North American Mounted Patrol Conference in March 
2015 with over 200 participants from Mounted Patrol 
programs all over the world. They will be able to share 
what they learn at this 2 day workshop to help ALL 
gaited horses in mounted patrol programs worldwide. 
This will have a huge and far reaching impact—a BIG 
“bang for the buck!!” For more information, visit http://
www.houstontx.gov/police/mounted/patrol.htm 
 Now That’s A Walking Horse! This HSUS grant 
and recognition program rewards humane owners and 
riders of Tennessee Walking Horses by encouraging 
opportunities for the use, care and training of TWHs 
apart from the traditional show ring. Learn how to apply 
at www.humanesociety.org/walkinghorseawards.
 FRIENDS OF SOUND HORSES (FOSH) promotes 
education regarding the humane care, training and 
treatment of all gaited horses for their emotional, 
mental and physical well-being. FOSH focuses on 
educating people on sound training principles; 
supporting sound gaited horse events and activities; 
and working to end soring. FOSH publishes the only 
all gaited breed magazine in print in the world, the 
Sound Advocate, that provides sound education and 
training to gaited horse owners. For more information, 
visit www.fosh.info. 

 Come experience this extraordinary “one-of a 
kind” workshop for a $100 donation. Contact editor@
fosh.info ASAP to reserve your auditor spot. Spaces 
are extremely limited. 

This past August, FOSH received a donation 
in honor of Sandy Cooper of Fallbrook, 

California.  Bill and Joyce Fletcher of Ogunquit, 
Maine, honored Sandy with this donation 
as a way to thank an extraordinary woman, 
an early FOSH Supporter, who taught their 
grandchild to love and care for animals with 
warmth and sensitivity.  Their gift to FOSH 
was made to honor Sandy Cooper’s passion 
and commitment to relieving the suffering 
of all living things.Thank you, Joyce and Bill 
Fletcher for honoring Sandy Cooper with a 
donation to FOSH.
 Thank you, Sandy Cooper for teaching 
compassion for the horse.

– Your friends at FOSH.

Honoring
Sandy Cooper
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Alignment, very simply, means to “position 
yourself strategically”. It’s an easy, three-word 

slogan, but it’s worth closer examination. “Position,” 
as I use it here, means literally just that—where you 
stand in relation to the horse, how you stand in relation 
to the horse, and where and how both of you line up 
in relation to everything and everybody else in your 
immediate environment.
 Alignment starts with the realization that every 
move we make and every position we take must 
further our leadership aims. The other characteristic 
of a strategy of control is intention. Think about the 
awareness of prey animals. Their survival depends 
on not missing a thing in their environment and first 
and foremost that means you. They will constantly 
be sizing you up and reading your every gesture--so 
every gesture must mean what you want it to mean. 
Every move we make must be part of our overall plan, 
and every move must be consistent with it. Remember, 
this is a deadly serious game to a horse. She believes 
she’s putting her life in your hands, so in order for her 
to trust you, she has to get the same responses and 

Chris Irwin is an internationally 
renowned horseman, best-selling 
author,  and a leading pioneer in 
the equine assisted movement.  It 
was discovering how to transform 
BLM wild mustangs into 18 
calm and collected U.S. National 
champions in english, western 
and driving competitions, that 
first showed Chris his greatest insights into learning how to learn. 
To connect with Chris Irwin visit his website at www.chrisirwin.com 

Who You Are is 
How You Are 
By Chris Irwin  ©2014

the same messages all the time. The problem is that 
people are inconsistent. Sometimes we send signals 
one way then we send the same signal but differently. 
But then so many of the times our movements are not 
clearly intentional to the horse and they are therefore 
undecipherable noise. Signals or noise? Every moment, 
to moment, to moment, that is the reality of what a 
horse copes with when around us.
 Would you fly with a pilot who landed his or her 
plane safely 65% of the time? How about 75%? Would 
you be happy with 95 %? This is the importance of 
consistency.
 Horses don’t have an off switch, or an auto pilot. 
When you’re with a horse, consistency is how they 
measure integrity, so the horse must be your prime focus 
all the time. She needs your constant body language 
reassurance that everything’s in control and everything 
from your position to your bearing, breathing, and 
even the subtlest gestures must reflect this.
 You’ll often hear people talking about body 
language with horses. But talk, as we all know all too 
well, is cheap. The behavior of your horse, whether 
angry, frightened, confused, dull, suspicious, or calm, 
confident, and focused, all depends upon the strategic 
shape and relative position of the leader producing the 
forward movement.
 For instance, when you do need to get to the 
horse’s face, take a tip from nature. You don’t see too 
many straight lines in the wild. Natural lines curve, 
so instead of striding directly to the head, walk in an 
arc toward the shoulder. Once you’re there, press or 
nudge against a “button” that every horse has down 
on its girth, low on the ribs, just behind what we might 
call the “armpit” of the horse. Pressing this button 
tells the horse to flex its barrel away from you. Once 

In this classic Chris Irwin photo we see him using his right 
hand to nuzzle his Hanoverian mare, Tsunami, while his hips 
/ core draw back to invite her head into him. Note how kind 
and soft her eyes are. This is the Alignment of mutual respect, 
trust and appreciation between horse and human. 

During a clinic in Belgium, 
Chris nuzzles the girth of 
this young warmblood geld-
ing with his left hand while 
Chris keeps his right hip 
and leg open in a “draw” to 
receive the head of the geld-
ing. Again, note that Chris 
is not pulling the horse to 
him with the rope, he is 
bending the horse at the 
girth and drawing the head 
from his hip. The Align-
ment of friends.
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Within just a few minutes, 
the mare has given her head 
to Chris willingly. The 
Alignment of trust.

During production of his TV 
show at Creek Hollow Ranch 
in Ramona, CA, Chris works 
with a performance quarter 
horse. She is not a “soft 
mare” and not inclined to 
giving herself easily as Chris 
first begins to massage her 
girth area.

After a few minutes of mas-
saging the “girth button”, 
the mare begins to show an 
interest in bringing her head 
to Chris.

she does bend her ribs away from you, her head will 
swing right around, most likely ending up right next to 
your shoulder or down in your lap. As her head starts 
swinging around to look at you, draw your core back, 
moving farther back and away from her to emphasize 
you’re welcoming her head to come to you.
 If you want the head to come to you, give a nudging 
massage, to bend the girth away from you and then 
draw your core to receive what you have asked for. It’s 
a nice little object lesson in how taking the indirect route 
to get what you want often yields better results than the 
so-called direct approach. Simply going for the head is 
a capturing move that will instantly cause most horses 
to brace. Asking for the head from nuzzling at the girth 
is what a foal does to get its mother’s attention. If you 
were a horse, which hands would you rather be in?
 It’s a bittersweet pill of accountability that so many 
people find hard to swallow, but the fact is that the 
behavior and performance potential of a horse is a direct 
reflection of how they feel about what they see in you, the 
handler. To a horse, who you are is based on how you are.

Kaylie Ramsey and Lilly were the recipients of 
a FOSH Award at the Rock River Charity Ride 

in August.  Lilly is an eleven year old Tennessee 
Walker that Kaylie has owned for 2 years.  They met 
while Kaylie was a student at Joilet Junior College 
studying to become a Certified Veterinary Technician 
(CVT).  She hung out with a friend who boarded a 
horse at a stable in New Lenox.  “I got her for free” - 
no one really did anything with her there.”  Over the 
last two years, Lilly’s life has changed dramatically.  
From trail rides frequently in Jubilee State Park, to 
country fairs, to pleasure shows and speed events, 
Lilly and Kaylie are a team.  “We are now giving 
endurance races a try and plan to attend another 
race in October.”

Willing to Try 
Anything

Photo credit babyfred photography

Kaylie Ramsyy of Toulon, IL  and Lilly at the finish line at the 
Rock River Charity Ride
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By Elizabeth Graves ©2014
www.lizgraves.com 

As we are entering the last of the summer months and 
soon to enjoy fall, it has been fun watching folks from 
around the world share their new foals of the year 
through the wonderful means of on-line media. In 
this installment of my series I was going to continue 
where I had left off and add the next phase of our foal’s 
knowledge base in becoming good horse citizens.
 Instead, I have changed my order at this time due 
to my own observations in this sharing of everyone’s 
foals. Several items of importance should be addressed 
now before proceeding to the next lessons for the foal.
 Many of the spring foals are now coming to the 3-6 
months age and a new phase of fun for all to enjoy. 
They have been learning what it is to live as a horse 
and with people. Their curiosities are expanding; they 
are getting stronger, faster during play and very enter-
taining to us all. Everyone raising a foal has their best 
interest at heart and hopes they grow up to be good 
and healthy in body and mind. The goal being a future 
riding horse and companion for themselves or for a 
new excited owner in the future.
 Most of the time decisions in management and 
teaching the foal are based on advice we may seek 
from others, researched through books, articles we 
may read, and sometimes just trying to make the best 
guess that felt right at the time. As strong and vibrant 
as these foals seem, we should keep in mind that they 
are still, and will be for some time to come, in a very 
vulnerable state in physical and mental maturity. We 
all are aware of how easily they can get into trouble 
and hurt themselves on their own. Sometimes though 
we unknowingly put them into positions or ask them 
to do things where they could be hurt in the present 
and pay a price in later years for what we think is not 
harmful to them at the time. In this installment I would 
like to share some of the foal management and teach-
ing applications I have seen which could be better ad-
dressed for the foal.
 Halters and halters with drag lines. In fitting a foal 
with a halter, make sure it is not so large that a foal 
could accidentally get a hind hoof caught in the halter 
while doing that cute little hind leg to head scratch. 
Halters also should not be so tight that they create 
pressure to the foal’s cranium. A foal should never be 
left unattended with a halter on and a thorough check 
of their environment should be made for possible plac-
es a foal could get hung up with a halter. It pays to 

have a couple of different sizes in adjustable flat nylon 
or leather halters. Foals grow fast and can outgrow a 
newborn size rather quickly.
 Again this year I have seen many videos and pho-
tos of foals out in pastures or pens wearing halters 
with lead lines being left on with the owner’s hope 
that the foal will learn how to give to pressure, learn 
to stop when stepped on or just get used to having a 
rope dragging around them. This rope drag method al-
ways creates some kind of problem for the foal. At the 
very least they may receive a rope burn at some point 
in accidentally getting it wrapped around the legs. The 
most common problem occurs later at the cranium and 
C-1 joint attachment in practically every case with this 
method, when these foals arrive for under saddle train-
ing. This can also include displacements in the cervi-
cal chain, dis[placement of the hyoid apparatus d, jaw 
misalignments and cranial plate misalignments. These 
often show up in resistance to vertical flexion and lat-
eral flexion and acceptance of a bit or bit-less head gear.
 Working obstacles and tricks. Working through 
obstacle courses has become a popular and fun way 
to enjoy our horses but now we are seeing this done 
at a much earlier age. Small simple obstacles such as 
ground pole walk overs, a low platform walk over, or 
shallow water walk throughs are great if a foal is ready. 
But again, big large ones can cause enough stress physi-
cally to have future effects on a horse. A foal of this age 
should not be asked to jump 50 gallon drums set on 
their sides, even if the foal trusts what you ask and is 

Educating the Gaited Horse from Start to Finish
The Beginning: 4 weeks to 6 months

The ‘For the Horse “Method”
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willing. When working simple obstacles, don’t overdo 
it. Once in a while may be fine but not daily. It is very 
easy to get a foal sour on work when overworked. At 
this age they do not know if what is asked is in their best 
interest. But we do if we think about it a little. Teaching 
a foal to bow or lay down on command also at this age 
is not in their best interest for future soundness.

Children and foals. It has become very common to see 
folks share media of children playing with foals. This 
looks innocent enough when all is going well but in 
reality some very serious hazards and future problems 
can evolve from what seems like fun play between 
horse and child. I always advise clients to use helmets 
on their children when around a horse or foal. A simple 
fun kick out from a foal in play could have life threat-
ening effects to a child. Children should never be left 
unattended when with a foal and at all times should be 
under good parental direction. Children should be ed-
ucated in good basics first on how to approach a foal, 
know where foals’ blind spots are, and never pick on 
or act aggressively toward a foal in fun or intention-
ally. They should be taught how to touch a foal prop-
erly and gently. Children should not be encouraged to 
chase a foal in play or teach a foal that it is alright for 
them to chase the child.
 This year alone I have had three training horses in 
between the ages of 3 and 5 years that grew up where 
allowing children to interact improperly with them as 
foals was allowed. Each now is very agitated or nega-
tive around children and one is very aggressive toward 
children. What may seem well and good at the time, 
often is not later when a horse has realized it is not fun 
and games any more.

Ponying foals or trail ride follow along with foals. 
It is not recommended to pony a foal wearing halter 
and lead with a horse. Possible stress to the neck and 
head of the foal having to hold or lift its head are often 
due to tension on the lead and halter. This forced pos-
ture in turn creates an inverted shape being unhealthy 
to the foal’s body use at an early age which could be 
difficult to correct later. When riding the mare allow a 
foal to follow along free yet always be aware where the 
foal is while teaching the foal that biting, rearing and 
kicking at you in play or the mare during this time in 
not acceptable. Although it has become more popular, 
it is not advised to take foals of this age on long trail 
rides. In groups, other horses can feel threatened and 
act negatively toward a curious mischievous foal mov-
ing in and out of their space putting the foal and riders 
at risk. Another factor to consider is foals are not of an 
age where they are physically capable of being condi-
tioned to the stresses of an hour or more trail ride.
 Most foals do not live in an environment where 
they are getting a lot of time or ground covering ex-
ercise on a daily basis to hold up well on a trail ride 

covering much distance or difficult terrain. Just as with 
a horse, a little tired is good but fatigue is their enemy 
with the body using itself in a harmful overly stressed 
manner. The foal will keep up most of the time but at 
what cost to a foal’s present and future soundness.
 One of my observations in the gaited foals that 
have been through a lot of the follow along trail rides, 
is that they become strong in the pace and thereby it 
takes a considerable amount of work to bring out the 
correct easy gait they were meant to execute. It’s easier 
for a foal to stiffen and create a pace to match the horse 
sized stride of its dam in order to keep up.
 Here are some final thoughts to consider. Foals, 
just as with horses, are not toys. They are cute and fun 
but we are still the ones responsible for what they ex-
perience and what develops from those experiences.
 When we make decisions in the teaching and han-
dling of foals, let them not be to prove a point to oth-
ers of what we can get a foal to do to impress other 
people. These types of decisions often are not in the 
best interest of the foal. Sometimes we can get a little 
greedy without realizing it because we are having fun. 
It’s good to ask what would be the current effects to 
the foal and the future effects with what we do and 
ask of a foal. Make wise, common sense choices from 
those honest questions of ourselves. It’s a great feel-
ing to know that we have done everything right for 
the foal along the way and see the results later as they 
grow and mature into fine performing horses.
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“Work him deeper” is a command often heard in riding 
arenas. And somehow every student has internalized that 
“the horse has to round his neck”. But hardly anybody 
ever asks why this is. Instead, riders pull and push – the 
horse’s head is down.
 However, the rider who realizes that this can’t be 
good often does the opposite: He allows his horse to 
go with his nose up too high, for the horse’s sake. In 
the following article, Dr. Gerd Heuschmann shows that 
both ways are wrong. The method to stretch the horse 
forward and down, postulated by the classical German 
riding doctrine, is not arbitrary invention but is based 
on a simple rule of nature. It has to do with the way the 
horse is constructed, especially in regard to his back.
 First of all, let’s clarify how a horse is built: The 
horse’s back is a bridge between his forehand and 
his hindquarters, which is made up of a certain 
number of vertebrae. This is why in German it’s 
called Wirbelsaeule, meaning something like “bridge 
of vertebrae”. This bridge consists of 18 thoracic 
(chest) vertebrae and, typically, of six lumbar (loin) 
vertebrae. These vertebrae are strapped together by 
numerous little joints as well as strong ligaments and 
muscles, which make this part of the spine extremely 
stable but give it only a little flexibility. In contrast, the 
seven cervical (neck) vertebrae are highly flexible and 
comparable to the human spine. Attached to the lumbar 
vertebrae is the sacrum, which is formed by the fusion 
of five sacral vertebrae and the coccygeal vertebrae (the 
horse’s tailbone), about 20 in number.
 The sacrum is connected with the pelvis through its 
flat transverse processes and a strong ligament, creating 
the so-called sacroiliac joint. Through this joint, the thrust 
from the horse’s hindquarters is transmitted over the 
“bridge of vertebrae” to the horse’s mouth.

The Ligament Carries the Weight
A well-fed horse weighs about 1,100 to 1,500 pounds, 
which means that about 400 to 700 pounds permanently 
stress the bridge of vertebrae. This weight, however, 
does not rest on the horse’s skeleton alone. The nuchal/
supraspinous ligament carries a big part of it. The tips 

FUNCTIONAL ANATOMY OF THE HORSE

 – The Back
A top German veterinarian discusses why the 
horse must be stretched forward and down 
to be able to raise his back.

By Dr. Gerd Heuschmann, DVM – Translated by Reina Abelshauser; Reprinted by permission of the author

of all the back’s spinous processes are covered by a 
tendon-like ligament called the supraspinous ligament. 
From the spinous process of the third thoracic vertebra, 
the supraspinous ligament continues as a strong, elastic 
neck strand – the nuchal ligament – toward the occipital 
bone (the base of the horse’s skull) and with additional 
ligament parts to every cervical vertebra. In the area of 
the withers, the nuchal ligament forms a broad “hood” 
– the attachment of the nuchal ligament to the withers’ 
dorsal spinous processes. When the horse stretches his 
neck forward, the nuchal ligament is put in traction, 
pulling on the withers’ spinous processes, causing them 
to rise. This effect extends all along the horse’s back – the 
traction is transmitted to the tendon-like supraspinous 
ligament, which, as a direct continuation of the nuchal 
ligament, connects all of the back’s spinous processes. As 
all of the back’s spinous processes rise, upward and to 
the front, the thoracic and lumbar vertebrae follow. Thus, 
the horse’s back lifts. In nature, for example when the 
horse is out on pasture, this process happens almost all 
of the time because the horse constantly lowers his head 
in order to eat grass. Consequently, the unridden horse is 
perfectly in balance.

Riding Forward & Down
This balance logically is lost as soon as a rider sits on the 
horse’s back. As a result of the unaccustomed burden, 
the young horse who feels the rider for the first time, 
contracts his back muscles and tenses up. The long back 
muscle is not designed to take vertical pressure; it tires 
soon and then begins to hurt. After a while, the horse 
can’t keep up the tension in his back – the result is that 
his back sags. When this happens, the horse carries 
the rider’s weight more or less only with his skeleton, 
without muscular support. Then, riders often say, “my 
horse drops his back,” or “my horse hollows his back”. 
These expressions, however, are not accurate since they 
suggest that the dropping of the back is the horse’s fault, 
that he does it on purpose. He does not. The horse simply 
is exhausted. Unfortunately, there are horses that spend 
all their lives going alternately with a tense and then 
a dropped back under the rider. Sadly, it must be said 
that this condition most of the time is “homemade,” a 
result of incorrect riding. For their riders, these horses are 
uncomfortable, difficult to sit to and extremely bouncy at 
the trot. For the horses, however, the consequences are 
even worse: They wear out quickly including their legs. 
The long back muscle of the horse, an animal designed to 
run, is not suitable for carrying a rider.
 The question remains: How does a horse carry a 
rider? As we’ve seen in nature, it’s mainly the nuchal 
ligament that helps the horse lift his back by stretching 
it forward. The same principle is true even more when 
there’s the additional weight of the rider. When a rider 

Reprint from Dressage Today magazine.
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sits on the horse, the horse balances him out with the 
weight of his neck and head, which act as some sort of 
lever – just like scales. But since on a young horse or a 
horse that is incorrectly muscled, the muscles of the 
horse’s upper neck are too weak to do the lever’s carrying 
work, the following rule applies: The heavier the rider, 
the lower the horse’s head must be initially. Now you 
also will understand why a young horse has to be ridden 
forward and down. For the ridden horse, the head-and-
neck lever acts like a balancing rod that helps the horse 
carry the rider’s weight more easily. At the same time, 
the different back muscles and croup are released so 
they can serve their original task, which is locomotion. 
Now the horse can move with a swinging, relaxed back. 
However, it’s crucial that the horse lets his stretched neck 
fall down passively. If the rider uses too much hand and 
bends the horse’s neck actively, the horse curls up or lean 
son the bit. Have you ever thought about what effect 
your rein influence has on your horse’s neck? A little bit 
of physics helps you understand the impact of the reins. 
Consider three points: The first is the attachment of the 
nuchal ligament to the base of the horse’s skull just below 
the ears. Below that is the atlanto-occipital joint where 
the last cervical vertebra meets the skull. Third are the 
bars of the mouth where the bit rests. If you examine 
these three points closely, you will see that they, just 
like the head and the neck, follow the lever principle as 
well: This means that if you have 40 pounds “in your 

hands,” for example, these 40 pounds create a multiple 
of applied (compressive) force at the point where the 
nuchal ligament is attached to the horse’s skull. Now 
you will also understand why permanent influence of 
this kind causes damage at that point. Injury of this kind 
is extremely painful and makes progress in the horse’s 
training impossible.

Are You on the Right Track?
Your horse’s neck will indicate if you are riding 
him correctly, because nowhere else can you see the 
development of muscles and muscle groupings better 
than on the neck. As I said, on a well-ridden horse, the 
muscles on the top of the neck are constantly in use 
and, like all muscles that are working, they gradually 
increase in size. The neck becomes wider, the triangular 
indentation between the cervical spine and the crest 
of the neck, which is well visible on a young horse’s 
undeveloped neck, fills up with correct training. These 
neck muscles are, unlike the horse’s long back muscle, 
able to do passive carrying work in the long run. The 
muscles on the bottom of the neck – the neck flexors – 
don’t get stronger but rather decrease a bit, and the 
jugular groove will become more distinguishable. In the 
course of the training, the horse will develop a beautiful 
and even convex arch. The neck also appears longer. The 
development of the neck muscles tell us if a young horse 
is being trained correctly. continued page 26
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Mountain Horses
Smooth Gaits and
Great Temperaments

By Cindy McCauley, FOSH Member and Author

Newly elected Rocky Mountain Horse 
Association (RMHA) President, Judy Brummer, 

wasn’t a stranger to horses. She grew up as a farm 
kid riding Quarter Horses, so she knew what she 
was getting into when she and Michael decided to 
get back into horses. She knew all of the ins and outs 
of horse ownership, but decided to take the plunge 
anyway.
 In 2001, Judy traveled to Kentucky to 
give a Mountain Horse a trial run. She wasn’t 
disappointed. She found the breed easy to handle, 
a very people-oriented horse with a wonderful gait 
and temperament--the best of the best--a breed that 
adapts to the rider’s needs, a mix of instinct and 
intelligence; a horse that wants to please with a 
natural curiosity. 
 Judy and Michael love the breed so much that 
instead of two, they now have some 20 Rocky 
Mountain Horses at eMDee Mountain Horses in 
Shumway, Illinois. Those who own the Mountain 
Horse breed say there is a high probability that you 
will become a collector. You can’t have just one, 
some say.

origins of the Breed:
Mountain horses originated in the foothills of the 
Appalachian Mountains of eastern Kentucky. The 
farmers needed utility horses that were versatile, 
sure-footed and smooth riding-horses for all seasons. 
Mountain horses could handle the harsh winters of 
eastern Kentucky without tightly enclosed barns. 
These hard-working horses proved to be easy 
keepers, often feeding off the fodder of what was left 
in the fields. Many foraged throughout the woods 
on the farms they worked. 
 Because there were very few records kept on 
the early foundation sires and mares, the history 
of this breed will vary with the different registries. 
According to the RMHA website, a gaited colt 
brought from the Rocky Mountain region of the 
US to the foothills to eastern Kentucky around 
1890 is the horse credited with starting the Rocky 
Mountain Horse breed. Local folks called him “the 
Rocky Mountain Horse.” While little was written 

about this horse, oral history says that his color was 
chocolate with a flaxen mane and tail and that he had 
an outstanding gait. The “Rocky Mountain Horse” 
was bred to the local Appalachian saddle mares and 
this strong genetic line with his outstanding traits 
continued. 
 The RMHA credits Sam Tuttle, the most 
prominent breeder of Rocky Mountain Horses 
during the first 75 years of the 20th century, with 
the survival of the Rocky Mountain Horse breed. In 

Robert Lawson riding Silver’s Blue Plate Special
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spite of the Depression and tough economic times, 
Tuttle kept a sizeable herd with the primary stallion, 
Old TOBE, serving his mares. TOBE functioned well 
as one of the mainstays of Tuttle’s horseback riding 
concession in the Natural Bridge State Park, Powell 
County, Kentucky. The stallion adapted to the least 
experienced rider with his gentle nature and his 
perfect gait.
 Because of his characteristics, TOBE was in 
demand as a stud to local mares, passing on the 
gentle nature and the single-foot gait with perfectly 
timed footfalls. Longevity was a predominant 
characteristic as many of his stud colts were 
servicing mares well into their twenties or thirties. 
The registry’s unique standard is that every horse 
in the Rocky Mountain breed registry must descend 
from Old TOBE. (These historical excerpts are from 
the RMHA website - www.rmha.com and are based 
on a book about the breed written by Bonnie Hodge 
- www.wildfireenterprises.iceryder.net).

Breed Characteristics:
The United States Patent and Trademark Office 
defines the Rocky Mountain Horse as having 
medium height, a broad chest, an ambling four-beat 
gait, a gentle temperament, and a solid body color. 
All Rocky Mountain Horses must demonstrate the 
gait, conformation and gentle temperament. These 
are the standards that the RMHA, the first Mountain 
Horse registry to recognize, promote, and preserve 
the breed, promote. 
 The RMHA, formed in 1986, is even more specific 
with regard to conformation. The ideal Rocky 
Mountain Horse should range in height from no 

less than 14.2 hands to no more than 16.0 hands. The 
Rocky Mountain Horse shall have medium sized 
bones with medium sized feet in proportion to the 
body. A deep and wide chest with a span between 
the forelegs should be present. The legs should be 
free of “noticeable deformity.” The ideal slope of the 
shoulders is a 45 degree angle. The head should be 
of medium size with bold eyes, well-shaped ears 
and a face that is neither dished nor protruding. The 
neck should be arched and medium in length.
 Solid colors are the only acceptable coats. The 
preferred color is chocolate with a white mane and 
tail, but any solid color is acceptable. There can 
be no white above the knee or hock except on the 
face where a small amount of white is acceptable. 
Bald-faced horses cannot be registered in the Rocky 
Mountain Horse Association Registry. 
 According to the RMHA website, the Rocky 
Mountain Horse has a smooth ambling gait that 
glides forward. The horse moves out with a lateral 
gait in which four distinct hoof-beats can be counted, 
producing a near equal rhythm. The speed may vary 
but the four beat rhythm must be constant. The gait 
is initiated with the hind leg. The length of stride 
for both hind and foreleg should be nearly equal. 
The Rocky Mountain Horse moves his feet with 
minimal ground clearance and minimal knee and 
hock action. Because the gait does not waste motion, 
it enables the horse to travel long distances with 
minimal exertion. 
 The Mountain Pleasure Horse Association was 
formed in 1989 by a group of RMHA owners who 
wanted to seek out horses that were overlooked by 
the RMHA. According to its website, the Mountain 

cont’d page 24

Dolly Pierson cantering VBF’s Heart in Motion at during an 
AOC ACTHA competition

Laura Plumbly riding her Rocky Oh La La at the Equine 
Versatility Event, Virginia Horse Center
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Pleasure Horse is the oldest gaited breed in North 
America. The website states that it has been proven 
to be the parent breed of all North American gaited 
breeds. “Our goal is to preserve the bloodlines of 
the Mountain Pleasure Horse, then to build their 
population.” The resulting registry placed no size 
restriction on offspring of registered parents and 
no color restrictions. Conformation standards 
are similar to the RMHA Registry guidelines. 
On October 11, there will be a MPHA/ACTHA 
Competitive Trail Ride. Visit the website to learn 
more at http://mountainpleasurehorseassociation.
com. The current president is Robin Little-Basil.
 The Kentucky Mountain Saddle Horse 
Association (KMSHA) has similar standards to the 
RMHA with the exception of height and markings. 
The KMSHA lowered its height standard to include 
smaller horses of 11 hands (44 inches), and white 
above the knees and hocks is permitted. Dave 
Stefanic is the executive director. In an effort to 
further broaden the genetic base of the breed, the 
KMSHA began a division for spotted or paint body 
color mountain horses. The result? The Spotted 
Mountain Horse Association. The SMHA follows the 
same standards as the KMSHA with the exception of 
color.
 Another group of RMHA members formed 
the Kentucky Natural Gaited Horse Association 
(KNGHA) in 2001. They chose to include spotted 
horses in their registry, but this group wanted to 
focus extensively on DNA mapping of the breed. 
Greg Burton is the president of the Board of Directors.
 Mountain horses provide the ultimate ride in 
terms of comfort. They are sure-footed and ground 
covering with their single-foot gait. They love 
contact with humans, making them typically easy to 
handle, a joy to be around. It’s a sure bet they’ll want 
to follow you home!

Mountain Horse events:
While trail riding is probably the most popular 
activity for owners of Mountain Horses, competitive 
trail riding is near the top of the list. Others are 
involved in gaited dressage, cross country, trail 
obstacle and show competitions. 
 RMHA’s biggest show of the year is the 26th 
Annual Rocky Mountain International Grand 
Championships. It will be held in Lexington, 
Kentucky, September 11-13, at the Kentucky Horse 
Park. Competitors from around the globe come to 

compete for Grand Champion titles. Other featured 
activities are the Ride a Rocky Day, Stallion Row, 
Stallion Showcase, and the Rocky Mountain Horse 
Facebook Lover’s Page Meet and Greet Night. 
Raffles, youth activities, and a stall decorating 
contest round out the week’s events. There will 
be a Rocky Mountain Horse Certification Day as 
well. What a great way to get acquainted with this 
amiable breed! If you are in the Lexington area, you 
might want to stop by to meet the Rockies!
 The RMHA is also participates in the Pink 
Rides fundraiser for the Breast Cancer Research 
Foundation. The second annual RMHA World Pink 
Ride will take place on October 18th. Riders of 
Rockies and other breeds are invited to participate. 
Visit hhtp://www.rmhorse.com to learn how you 
can become involved.
 Regional events are occurring as well. The Rocky 
Mountain Rendezvous is being planned in Missouri 
the same weekend as the International Pink Ride. A 
Pink Ride will be part of the weekend’s events. This 
inaugural event, co-hosted by Mark Higginbotham, 
Midwest Mountain Horse Association and Green 
County Fox Trotters of Oklahoma, is an effort to 
bring together trail and show members in one 
location. The event will provide 40 classes for 

Mtn. Horses

Wendy Montgomery riding Rocky The Distinguished 
Gentleman AOC Winchester, KY
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Rocky Mountain Horses, Open Mountain Horses, 
Fox Trotters, and OGB (the OGB will be limited at 
this show). The hope is that other regions across 
the country will join in by developing rendezvous 
events for Mountain Horses in their areas. To learn 
more go to www.midwestmountainhorseassn.com

Why a Mountain Horse?
Robert Lawson of Stoner Ridge Farm, Paris, 
Kentucky, has been involved with horses most of 
his life. He has trained horses of all breeds, and 
he advises the potential horse owner to choose the 
breed that best suits the buyer’s purpose. If the 
intention is to find a trail or a pleasure horse, none 
is better suited than the Mountain Horse. Why? Of 
course, it depends on the individual horse, but for 
the most part, Mountain Horses’ smooth gaits and 
great temperaments make them ideal candidates 
for the rider wanting a smooth, easy-going ride, 
whether in the show ring or on the trail.
 Lawson discovered early on in his work with 
Mountain Horses that the best plans for training 
begin with groundwork and a solid foundation. A 
big fan of college basketball coaching legend John 
Wooden, Lawson fashioned his Foundation First 
Mountain Horse Training Program after Wooden’s 
Pyramid of Success. 
 Communication that teaches 
understanding rather than relying on 
mechanics or fear as the basis for training, 
according to Lawson, is extremely 
important. “You cannot nail a gait on a 
horse’s foot. You need to start a horse on 
the ground. We use a saddle, a bridle, 
seat and legs to train the horse.” For 
more information on Lawson’s work with 
Mountain Horses, visit the website at 
http://www.stonerridgefarm.com. 
 Christie Goodman, a relative newcomer 
to the Mountain Horse breed, moved 
with her husband from Chicago to Wild 
Mountain Farms, Frenchtown, Montana 
about ten years ago. A horse lover from 
childhood, she was plagued by a long-
term illness that had stifled her ability to 
ride. She started looking for a breed that 
would be more stable, less spooky, a breed 
that could give her the confidence to begin 
riding again and assure her an edge of 
safety.
 “The smooth gait of the Mountain 
Horse is wonderful for those of us who 
struggle with pain in our backs, knees or 
hips. But what sets the Mountain Horses 

apart is their temperament. This is a breed in which 
the horse’s natural spook instinct is diminished. 
They just aren’t afraid of things the way most horses 
are, and when they spook, they spook by freezing 
in place. They are the most people-oriented horses I 
have ever worked with. They want to be with people 
above all else. In fact, these are horses who want to 
be with you as much as you want to be with them.” 
 Christie Goodman’s love of Mountain Horses 
is contagious. “As you can see, I am passionate 
about this breed. I have built my life around them. 
They gave me aspects of my life back which I never 
thought I would be able to reclaim.” A pretty strong 
endorsement about the Mountain Horse breed. 

Thanks to Judy Brummer, newly-elected President of the Rocky 
Mountain Horse Association, www.eMDeeMountainHorses.
com; Robert Lawson, trainer, educator and author of the 
Foundation First Mountain Horse Training Program, www.
stonerridgefarm.com; and Christie Goodman, rancher and 
breeder of Rocky Mountain Horses, www.WildMountainFarms.
com for their insights into this breed.
 Other resources: www.rmhorse.com/Association; www.
mountainpleasurehorse.org; www.kmsha/smha.org; www.
kngha.org; Rocky Mountain Horse. Wikipedia; Dutson, Judith. 
Storey’s Illustrated Guide to 96 Horse Breeds of North America: 
Storey Publishing. 2005.

Robert Lawson on Barb’s Stormy Knight
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 – The Back from page 21

Swinging Back: But How?
Let’s sum up again: The goal of our riding is to make the 
horse’s back “swing”. Only a swinging back ensures that 
the horse is able to carry the rider in the long run without 
wearing out. And only with a relaxed, swinging back is 
the horse able to optimally utilize the full potential of his 
locomotive system. It must be stressed that the horse’s 
long back muscle is for locomotion, not to carry the 
rider’s weight!
 Remember that the nuchal/supraspinous ligament 
carries the weight. A horse with a tense or sagged back is 
impeded in his ability to move. He “falls apart” – is dis- 
connected – or moves insecurely or with tension, and his 
hind legs are not able to move freely and unconstrained. 
Unfortunately, not everybody is able to recognize a truly 
swinging back. even among experts and judges, one still 
can find people who prefer a horse that shows spectacular 
leg action over one that is not quite as remarkable but 
goes in a truly relaxed, loose manner. While the hind 
legs in combination with a tense back lose their natural 
freedom of movement, the horse’s back muscles also can’t 
work undisturbed when faulty leg and rein aids disturb 
the natural rhythm of the horse’s hind legs. Therefore, in 
order to allow the horse’s back to swing, it is imperative 
to ride rhythmically. Do you remember the training 
pyramid? Now you know why rhythm is a quality that 
comes first in the pyramid’s hierarchy.
 Another problem on the way to a swinging back is 
the faulty seat of the rider. A rider who is tense in his 
back himself, tends to vertically hammer on the horse’s 
back at the trot so that the horse, of course, tenses up in 
the back, too. As a consequence, the horse doesn’t let his 
neck fall down, the neck muscles are not being used, and 
his back, by tensing up or dropping, is fighting with the 
rider’s weight. The more careful and supple the rider’s 
seat, the quicker the horse relaxes his back. As a basic 
rule, the rider should post the trot until the horse’s back 
is relaxed, and only then should he sit the trot. When 
sitting the trot, a good rider sits in the direction of the 
muscle fibers – which means from the back to the front. 
When it’s the right moment to sit the trot depends on the 
individual horse and rider. now you will understand 
why, at the beginning of every lesson, after an initial 
warm-up phase at the walk, one has to loosen up the 
horse. The goal is to achieve a warmed-up, relaxed and 
loose back. only then does it make sense to proceed 
with your work. Many riders apply a rule of thumb in 
their warm-up – 10 minutes walk, 10 minutes rising trot 
and ready we are – which is humbug because not every 
horse has loosened up after this time. As the case may be, 
it can mean that the rider will have to spend the whole 
lesson, sometimes even weeks or months to achieve 
this goal. The magic word for a lesson in real harmony, 
however, is Losgelassenheit – the horse moves freely 
forward in a relaxed manner, seems happy and content, 

and his muscles contract and relax rhythmically at every 
stride. This is why Losgelassenheit is on the second rank 
of the training pyramid, right after rhythm – the horse’s 
legs leave and touch the ground in an even rhythm and 
step equally far forward.

Back Training
Gymnasticizing is a word we often use to describe the 
training of the horse. Basically, it means nothing other 
than systematically building up certain muscles and 
muscle groups. It’s not different from what we humans 
are striving for when doing gymnastics or strength 
training in a fitness studio. While with a 3-year-old horse, 
the balance is found mainly at the trot, back training 
especially suitable for the older horse includes repeated 
canter departs, long canter departs, long canter phases 
on a trail ride and riding up a hill. It’s also helpful to 
do work over poles or low cavalletti or even low jumps, 
which encourages the horse to use his back. In the course 
of the training, the horse’s flat back muscle will get 
more developed, and you will clearly see the muscles’ 
rhythmic play at every gait.

Back Problems: Homemade or Bad Conformation?
Many back problems are homemade, which means they 
are the result of incorrect riding and gymnasticizing. 
When the horse has a back that is constantly tense, the 
back muscles will degrade and become flat – a result of 
lacking blood circulation. A permanent dropping of the 
back can lead to numerous spinal injuries because, as 
we have seen, when a horse drops his back, it’s mostly 
his skeleton that carries the burden on his back. There 
also are horses that have problematic conformation, which 
make back problems more likely. A faulty conformation 
of the head-neck part (horses that are thick at the throat 
or horses that have a swan neck) as well as short back 
(square horse) can lead to back problems in the long run. 
A short and strongly muscled back naturally has a lot of 
carrying power, which might lead you to the assumption 
that a rather short, compact horse is more suitable to 
carry a rider than a horse with a longer, “softer” back. 
However, this is a wrong conclusion. Horses with short 
backs are especially the ones who tend to be tense and 
more difficult to loosen up. There are two reasons why 
this happens: First of all, on a short, less- elastic back, 
the stress is less distributed than on a long one. And 
second, what makes it even more difficult, is that on a 
short-backed horse, the saddle often lies on the broad, 
lateral extensions of the lumbar vertebrae are rigid. This 
inevitably leads to tension as the horse will try to avert 
stress in this weak area. Therefore, horses with very short 
backs are much more likely to be tense in their backs 
than horses with longer backs, and for the rider of a 
short-backed horse, it will be more difficult to eliminate 
that tension. Following this logic, a rider can also be 
too big for a horse. If your horse has massive problems 
with Losgelassenheit and contact (Anlehnung), check his 
anatomical characteristics as well as your influence as 
a rider. When doing this, be self-critical and don’t only 
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look for faults on your horse’s side. Remember, the horse 
has no bad intentions. He only reacts! When the horse is 
correctly built, tensions and back problems are always the 
result of permanent incorrect influence of the rider. On 
the other hand, horses with a problematic anatomy of the 
back can be permanently used in the sport without being 
damaged if they are trained correctly and consistently.

The Raised Back of the Horse
We’ve seen that when the horse stretches forward and 
down, the nuchal ligament is put in traction, which, in 
turn, raises the spinal processes of the withers forward 
and upward and, subsequently, raises the back. When 
there is a forward acting force, there has to be a backward 
acting one, too, to support the forward acting force. This 
becomes clear when you look at the inclination of the 
spinous processes with all the muscles and ligaments 
attached. When the horse stretches his neck forward 
and down and the nuchal ligament is put in traction, the 
spinous processes of the first 15 thoracic vertebrae, withers 
included, are inclined backward. The spinous processes 
of the remaining thoracic vertebrae and lumbar vertebrae, 
however, are inclined forward, in the opposite direction. 
The respective muscles and ligaments attached to these 
spinous processes, the nuchal/supraspinous ligament 
on one side, the big croup muscles includingparts of the 
thigh muscles on the other, follow this system of opposing 
forces along the horse’s back. I call this system “Obere 

Verspannung”, or “upper contraction system”. It has a 
key function in lifting the horse’s back. There’s also a 
contraction system on the underside of the horse (Untere 
Verspannung), consisting of the abdominal muscle as 
well as the iliopsoas muscles situated beneath the lumbar 
portion of the spine. Although these two muscle groups 
play only a minor role in raising the back, they have to be 
mentioned, too. They come into play when the horse pulls 
his legs toward the body in the suspension phase, when 
the legs are all off the ground, especially at the canter. 
This is why horses that do a lot of work at the canter – 
common in dressage but also racehorses – show more 
tone in these muscles and the tummy appears slimmer. 
The real carrying work, however, happens in the moment 
of support, when the horse has a foot on the ground, 
and is done by the upper contraction system. The upper 
contraction system consists of ligament-like structures 
and white muscle fibers that work like powerful rubber 
bands and are able to do long-term, passive carrying 
work. With one exception, the lower contraction system 
with its abdominal and iliopsoas muscles mainly consist 
of red muscle fibers that have “active” tasks, such as 
pulling the leg toward the body in the suspension phase.

The Light Seat & the Lever Principle
Do you remember your last physics lesson when your 
teacher was talking about the lever principle? A lever is 
a simple machine that makes jobs easier by using a small 

continued page 28
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force (effort force) in order to overcome a larger force 
(load force). So, by using a pry bar (a long lever arm), you 
can magnify the effort force on the other end of the bar 
using relatively little energy. This principle also applies 
to horses: Head and neck are the lever arm or the effort 
force; the distance from the withers to the deepest point of 
the rider’s seat is the load force. When using a light seat, 
the rider additionally sits as far forward as possible, 
with a forward upper body, in order to keep the load 
force as small as possible. The light seat is always a big 
topic in my seminars. I believe that it’s not used enough 
in modern dressage training.
 Commonly, horses are started as 3-year-olds, and 
when there’s a focus on dressage, these poor dressage 
babies are ridden in sitting trot and worked like mature 
horses. Also, most dressage riders ride with stirrups 
that are too long and don’t even know what “light seat” 
means. In the early 1930s, the cavalry times, riders used 
the so- called “Remontesitz” (Remonte is a German word 
meaning young horse), a seat specifically designed for 
young horses ridden at the trot and similar to the light 
seat used at the canter. When using this seat, the rider 
shortens his stirrups a bit, takes his seat slightly off 
the saddle, easing up his horse’s back and letting his 
weight elastically spring down, through the ankles, into 
the stirrup bar. This kind of seat is a wonderful way to 
bring young horses into a relaxed balance characterized 
through Losgelassenheit. The first two years under 
saddle serve only one purpose: to build up and develop 
the right kind of muscles and the ability to carry. A 
long dressage stirrup and a straight dressage seat have 
no application in a 3-year-old!

On Light Hands
How many pounds should you have in your hands for 
a good, light contact? This question is not so easy to 
answer. On a perfectly educated horse that has reached 
the highest levels of dressage, it’s only the weight of the 
reins. A young horse, however, is much more dependent 
on the mechanical aid the reins give him. A young horse 
just started even needs a sideways guiding rein. A horse 
that is ridden freshly forward but hasn’t learned to carry 
yet also needs more support through a secure contact, 
which can be several pounds sometimes. The more the 
horse is able to shift his weight onto his haunches with 
a supple and free back – showing that he is signaled 
increasingly by a confident, sublime weight aid that is 
losgelassen – the less important the influence of the 
rider’s hand is. To always find the right dosage, that’s 
the art in dressage. It’s impossible to give a number.

The Training Pyramid
If you look at the horse’s anatomy, you will see that your 
goal for every riding lesson is to work, step-by-step, from 

the qualities of the training pyramid – no matter what 
level your horse is on. With a young horse, that means 
working on rhythm, Losgelassenheit, contact. With an 
older, more experienced horse, after having checked 
if the first three qualities are in place, you can work on 
Schwung, straightness and collection. Schwung is the 
energetic push off and spring of the hind legs. The power 
created is transmitted over the rounded back.

Dr. Gerd Heuschmann studied veterinary medicine at the 
Ludwig-Maximilian University in Munich, Germany. 
From 1989 to 1990, he was division head of the breeding 
department of the German National Federation. A breeder of 
Trakehners, he has his own practice in Warendorf, Germany.
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The original Constitution and By-
Laws of The Register of the Tennes-
see Walking Horse Breeders’ Asso-
ciation of America were adopted by 
the Association in 1935. Article XIV 
addressed the issue of establishing 
the registering process. Article XIV 
states in part: 
 “In recognition of the fact that there 
are good horses both living and dead, 
that have made or may yet make valu-
able contribution to the development and 
improvement of the Walking Horse, but 
nevertheless do not trace with certainty 
to recognized Walking Horse blood lines, 
and in cases are even registered or oth-
erwise known to be of other strains, it 
is deemed advisable to establish a list 
of stallions and mares, to be known as 
approved horses, whose progeny when 
mated with registered Walking Horses 
will be registerable. . . .
 “(B) Any stallion or mare that per-
forms, or is shown to have produced 
performers, of the recognized Plantation 
Walk. Such performance shall be shown 
to the satisfaction of the Executive Com-
mittee, or its appointed representatives, 
or may be proven by winning a prize in 
a Plantation or Walking Horse Class in 
any regularly established horse show, 
provided such winning must involve 
the defeat in competition of two or more 
horses.”
 These approved stallions and 
mares were originally given num-
bers with an “X” preceding the num-
ber. On May 27, 1944 at the annual 
meeting, a resolution was adopted 
that stated all horses carrying an “X” 
number would be changed from an 
approved animal to a registered ani-
mal and given a regular number.
There were a total of four Arabian 
Horses registered with the Associa-
tion. Bazleyd X-1, Fath X-3, Kolastra 
X-9 and Alya X-10. In 1944 Bazleyd 
was assigned the number 440845, 
Fath was assigned the number 440847, 
Kolastra was assigned the number 
440851 and Alya was assigned the 
number 440852. Of these four horses 
Bazleyd was the only one to produce 
any get that was registered with the 
Walking Horse Association.

The Arabian Connection
by Jackie Mayer; Reprinted by permission of the autor

 Bazleyd was also registered 
A.S.B 648 (Arabian Stud Book) and 
number 280066 in the American 
Stud Book. Bazleyd was the prop-
erty of J.M. Dickinson of Nashville, 
Tennessee. Mr. Dickinson sat on the 
first Board of Directors of the Ten-
nessee Walking Horse Association. 
Bazleyd was bred by W. R. Brown of 
Berlin, NH. He was foaled April 7, 
1928; he was by Abu Zeyd (A.S.B. 82) 
and out of Bazrah (A.S.B. 378). He is 
described as being chestnut in color 
with a big blaze running down over 
his nose, two fore stockings, near 
hind ankle white. His height was 
15:1; weight, 1100 at five years.
 Bazleyd was said to make a good 
impression under saddle and in har-
ness, goes correctly and with charm-
ing animation. He carried his tail in a 
high “water spout” and had a natu-
rally arched neck. He was a horse of 
commanding style and very distinc-
tive Arabian type. It was reported 
Bazleyd performed seven distinct 
gaits without mixing them and “per-
formed with all the fire and dash of 
the American Saddle Horse.”
 In 1932 Bazleyd was the first 
prize Arabian stallion, second un-
der saddle, and Champion Arabian 
of the show all sexes competing. In 
winning the championship he de-
feated the horse that had twice been 
champion in California and two re-
cently imported stallions and two 
imported mares.  One of the stallions 
had been champion at the Richmond 
Royal Show in England.
 To substantiate the claims made 
that the Arab was a good keeper, a 
31 day feed test was done using Ba-
zleyd during the winter of 1934. Dur-
ing that period of time he was kept 
off pasture and was ridden daily in 
order to approximate the conditions 
under which a pleasure saddle horse 
is maintained. During the 31 day pe-
riod Bazleyd consumed 125 pounds 
of oats, 90 pounds of bran and 382 
pounds of hay. It was reported the 
oats were of the usual low quality 
available in Tennessee in 1934 and 
the hay was grass hay grown on the 

farm of Mr. Dickinson. Bazleyd aver-
aged 3 pounds of bran, 4 pounds of 
oats and 12 pounds of hay per day. 
He was weighed at the end of the 
31 days and found to have gained 5 
pounds.
 In 1935 Bazleyd was bred to 
Golden Girl 350019. She was golden 
yellow with both hind stockings, 
strip, white mane and tail, foaled in 
1923. Her sire was Hunter’s Allen 
F-10 and her dam was Golden Lady 
350031. From that mating a stallion 
named Golden Eagle 360193 was 
foaled on June 12, 1936. Golden Ea-
gle and his dam were both the prop-
erty of C. B. Whitworth of Franklin, 
Tennessee. Golden Eagle was golden 
chestnut with both hind and off fore 
stockings, near fore fetlock, on near 
side of belly, lower lip, blaze. He was 
the only get of Bazleyd to be regis-
tered with the Association.
 The following is a list of horses 
we have located from 1989 to modern 
day animals that trace to Bazleyd. 
Baby’s Delight 895568, Babe’s Tek-
la Ashley 950532, Gold Flash’s De-
light 9710745, S. G. Mystic Gold Al-
len 19911604, S. C. Mystic Mystique 
20012478, Mystic Matrix 20112957, 
Champagne Lone Star 20308991, De-
light’s Moondance 20412628,  The 
Wind Dancer Delight 20015029, 
Prowlers Sunny Delight 20114155, S. 
G. Tennessee Gold Titan 20210532, 
S. G. Saint Anthony 20210533, S. G. 
Bay Jet 20210535, Generator’s Golden 
Lass 20401535, Strike One 20501685, 
Jus Sipping Champagne 20510285, 
Ti’s Strike Two 20600995, I’ve Spot-
ted Champagne 20804056, Cham-
pagne Chiller 21000204, Champagne 
Lone Star 20308991, Miss Champagne 
Star 20806493, Joker’s Mystical Trix 
20600990, She’s Paris Hilton 20701007, 
Makin’ Champagne 20801094, Mys-
tic’s Spice Girl 20900569, Dancer’s 
Mystic Wind 20407728, Dancer’s 
Mystique 20509087, Eb’s Mystic De-
light 20704055, Eb’s Mystic Sunrise 
20901963, Kir Royale 21103859, Choice 
Champagne 21002756, She’s A Little 
Tipsey 21102133, Dust Off My Danc-
ing Boots 21300736, Champagne Cloud 
Dancer 20800350, Champagne Myst 
20902314, Wind Dancers Honey Gold 
21103246, Mystic Glo Girl 20601558, 
S-6 Sportster 21003788.

Until next time, we remain,
Barefoot and Walking
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This month I have chosen to look at two riders on gaited 
horses. I consider gaited horses to cover ground like 
ATVs. I have ridden gaited horses up in the mountains 
on steep and narrow terrain and felt very safe. I know 
my trusted walk-trot horse would not have performed 
as well on that kind of terrain. I have also ridden some 
wonderful mustangs and other grade horses and mules 
that were extremely surefooted and trustworthy on a trail 
and when I was lost could find their way home. There is a 
smoother feeling sitting on a gaited horse. They feel as if 
they are covering the ground while rolling over it rather 
than stepping over it.

Are you supporting the horse’s gait or using it up? 
Are you sitting on and with your horse in motion 
or just letting the horse carry you along? 

I would love to be a little voice in your ear saying: 
The more attention you pay to releasing the tension in 
your body and getting in synch with your horse the better 
your ride will be! Sound simple? It is! And yet, you 
need to know what to focus on and the difference 
between good riding and being a “drag” to your 
horse. Paying attention to how you use your body 
initially takes focus and then becomes part of 
what you do. It’s as simple as putting the lid on a 
jar, turning the tap off, and putting the cap on the 
toothpaste tube! This means incorporating a habit 
that is useful. On a horse this helps you be safer, and 
results in less wear and tear on both your body and 
the horse’s body. 
 A good rider has a better balance and gets less 
in the way of her horse. This means being aware of 
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your posture and continuously releasing any tension 
or bracing. You’ll be more often in alignment and 
your bones and joints can move freely as the horse is 
moving. 
 A rider that is a drag on their her horse is in 
the way of their the horse performing to their his 
potential. This rider is out of alignment more often 
than not and is not aware of this most of the time, or 
they do not know how to change it. The bones and 
joints in this rider do not move freely as the horse 
is moving so it sets up a dead weight drag on the 
horse’s back.

How Does Your Horse Travel?
Initially consider the horse’s way of going. Whether 
or not you are riding a gaited horse, ask yourself 
this question: Does my horse travel more often in a 
“base up” or “base down” posture? As I wrote in the 
previous issue, a horse’s base and thoracic sling have 
to go up and down every stride; in other words, they 
must have freedom of movement to move efficiently 
and have less wear and tear on their body. A horse 
who is heavy on the forehand travels with his base 
down, limiting the functional ability of the thoracic 
sling while increasing stress and strain everywhere 
else. A rider that is in balance and sitting with her 
horse in motion can achieve and maintain “base up” 
in a horse more often.
 The horse of a rider who is out of alignment will 
be more “base down” on their horse during the ride. 
The gait of a horse is supported when he can move 
with his base up and a rider in alignment. The gait 
of a horse is used up when the horse travels with his 
base down and the rider is out of alignment. 
 Unfortunately because gaited horses are usually 
more comfortable to sit on, their ability to gait and be 
smooth is taken for granted. Also in the gaited horse 
world as in other disciplines erroneous ways are 
taught to achieve gait and movement. One of these 
is to sit back on your pockets and push your heels 
down, which sends the foot forward, and; and hold 
the horse with your hands as you push the horse 

Improve Your 
Balance and Posture 
Riding Gaited Horses
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a tad ahead of the vertical, which at this particular 
moment is more favorable than behind. Her elbows 
are nicely bent and at her side, and she has a nice 
connection on the rein. Unfortunately her feet are in 
front of her, causing her to brace through the legs, 
thus preventing independent motion of the hips. 
This keeps the horse’s base down, and keeps him on 
the forehand with his head high. The horse’s back 
cannot come up, which further limits his ability to 
rebalance himself and carry weight efficiently. 

rider #2
This horse is using his head and neck more 
efficiently, especially in the second photo. I 
believe it is important for you to see the process of 
improvement in the head and neck. In photo 2a, the 
horse has more tension through his front legs, which 
sends tension all the way up to his head. The horse 
picked up some speed in the photo and the rider 
braced so it took away from performance. In the 
second photo (2b) the pace was more regulated and 
the rider’s legs are underneath him and the neck is 
telescoping and has less tension. I wanted you to see 
both photos as Rider 1 and Rider 2a have the same 
footfall; 2b shows a different footfall.
 There is a better alignment in this rider’s body. 
In photo 2b the rider is “on the vertical”: his head 
is on top of his hips and his feet are under his hips, 
which puts him neutral posture. It is nice to see a 
man riding with a such a nice, long leg. It is often 
easier for a man’s leg to hang down than a woman’s, 
as the shape of the pelvis is different. 

continued page 32

forward with your seat or send squeeze 
him forward with your legs. Another way 
is to sit up, brace your lower back, hold 
the horse with the hands and drive him 
forward. The legs will be slightly forward 
with push down into the heels. Neither of 
these ways creates efficient movement and 
they keep a horse on the forehand with his 
base down. 
 Any horse in order to move efficiently 
has to be able to reach a neutral posture as 
he begins to be ridden. That is, he has been 
taught how to rebalance off the forehand, 
and distribute the weight evenly on four 
feet with a fairly level head and neck that 
is not retracting or being pulled on during 
movement. The topline is released and not 
holding tension. As a horse progresses in 
training he needs to be taught to activate his 
underline (abdominal muscles). When the 
abdominals contract, the topline(nuchal and 
dorsal ligaments running along the spine) can 
then stretch. This cycle begins with the “telescoping” 
of the horse’s neck and a lifting of the base, raising 
the back and pushing from the hindquarters.
 As we look at two gaited riders this month and 
read my commentary, the contrast between them 
should become evident. If you as a reader and rider 
do not see the difference in a photo, you cannot 
make a change in yourself, let alone your horse.

rider #1
This horse is traveling head high with his neck 
inverted and his base down. Even though some 
horse’s lower necks are set quite low, traveling this 
way puts undue stress on the entire musculoskeletal 
system over time. With correct training, horses will 
not travel in this way. 
 Sitting on this horse is not as smooth as it is on 
one whose neck is able to “telescope” and the base 
able to come up. This horse looks as if the bottom 
part of his neck is pushing down and out and his 
crest is dropping, even though his head is high. 
When a horse telescopes it looks as if the bottom 
part of the neck begins to make an arc and the crest 
and topline does the same. Horses have to be able 
to distribute their weight over all four feet and the 
base has to move up and down with every stride 
so that the body can rebalance and shift weight 
dynamically.
 What is great about this rider is that she is 
not behind the vertical, as her head is above her 
hips. Think of the vertical as 12 noon, behind the 
vertical is 1 or 2 minutes behind 12 and ahead of the 
vertical is 1 or 2 minutes after 12. In fact, she is just 

rider #1
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Developing a 
Connected
Partnership
 As with Rider #1, any bracing in the stirrups 
prevents independent motion of the hips. When 
riding with one hand, be sure to change the 
rotation in your body often (see sidebar, “Terms of 
Engagement”). This rider is holding the reins in the 
right hand so the upper body is slightly rotated left. 
He has a comfortable contact with the horse.

soluTions
There is no such thing as being in balance all the time. 
To improve performance, the rider’s body awareness 
and posture needs to change. The idea of readjusting 
your position is a necessity. When tension builds, 
men need to readjust their seat bones in the saddle 
by scooting a sixteenth of an inch backward. Women 
need to scoot a sixteenth of an inch forward. The 
goal is to sit on the middle of your seat bones, the 
most stable place to sit. This allows your hips to 
have independent movement and all your bones and 
joints to have freedom to move as well.
 If you have read my previous columns in this 
series, you may notice some things bear repeating. 
Because the solution for tension and bracing is 
movement, the movement I am suggesting is subtle. 
To override the tendency of pushing the heels 
down and pushing the foot forward you have to 
do a minute motion during movement of sliding 
your heel to the back of your boot as if you were 
doing a microscopic movement of Michael Jackson’s 
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www.connectedriding.com

“Moonwalk.” Also, imagine that you are breathing 
and expanding your rib cage as you are riding as if 
you were filling a balloon in that area especially in 
your lower back.
 When you have a horse that inverts the head 
and neck, “comb” the reins (see sidebar, “Terms 
of Engagement”) and slowly change your body’s 
rotation. This is also a great to do periodically for 
someone who rides with one hand. The goal is to 
break up the tendency of the body to get static and 
thus behind the motion of the horse, which initiates 
bracing and a downward spiraling cycle of tension 
that breeds exhaustion and uses up not only your 
body but the horse’s body.
 Gaited horses are easy to sit on and an erroneous 
assumption can be made that they will always gait 
easily and consistently. When these horses travel on 
the forehand over hill and dale, the gait can break 
down and become lateral (“pacey”). They also 
need support and maintenance from you. The best 
prevention while you are out there having fun is to 
gain the ability to release tension in your own body. 
Experiment with these different suggestions and 
know that they are in your awareness and sensation 
for you to use as needed. Happy riding!

rider #2A

rider #2B
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Terms of Engagement

“Combing” the reins is an exercise where the reins are held in 
one hand as the other hand reaches forward and reaches up and 
“combs” down towards the other hand. The index and middle 
fingers are in between the reins as you maintain a soft bend in the 
elbow. As the hand that combs down reaches the other hand, the 
first hand that held the reins releases them and reaches forward 
and combs down in a continuous motion that gives a steady 
oscillating rhythm to the horse. This encourages the horse to reach 
into contact and “telescope” his neck forward and down, thereby 
encouraging the base to come up. The combing action also helps 
the rider break up tension and holding.
 Rotating your body is a helpful way to release tension in 
horse and rider. Imagine a shelf in front of your hands holding 
a large clock lying flat on the table. When you look at 12 o’clock 
you are facing forward. Rotate your upper body towards 10 for 
about three or four strides. Then rotate back to the middle and 
proceed in the other direction towards 2 and then back through 
the middle and so on. Changing rotation in this way helps get a 
horse off the forehand. Remember to stay soft in the lower back 
and “think wide” through the knees to resist squeezing with the 
thighs. The stirrup needs to behind the ball of the foot, which is 
easy in Western and endurance saddles. 
 “Thinking wide through the knees” is a way of overriding the 
tendency to squeeze with the thighs and push the heels down. It 
is the best way to stay securely in the saddle when a horse bolts 
or shies. When your thighs let go and “think” open the calf lightly 
rests on the horse’s side and with your foot level in the stirrup the 
action during sudden movement is incredibly grounding. This is 
not a big visible change. It is more about hanging the orientation 
of your legs, allowing all the bones and joints from your hips to 
your feet to move and provide shock absorption and stability.
 “Telescoping” is a desirable posture in which the horse lets go 
at the poll and extends his neck out and forward from the base as 
it moves upward with each stride. In contrast, when a horse goes 
behind the bridle or “sucks back,” the base of the neck is down, 
the neck contracts and compresses and movement in the poll is 
constricted. 
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BREEDERS
MISSOURI MORGANS 
easy gaited in color
Rare gaited Morgans located in the 
Heart of America near beautiful Lake of 
the Ozarks. www.missourimorgans.com 
for photos,videos and available horses.                                                            
Talk to Jim or Vali Suddarth at 417-286-1954 
or email us at vali@dam.net.

GAITED MORGAN HORSE 
ORGANIZATION               
The Official Gaited Morgan Horse 
Organization dba since 1996 as the Morgan 
Single-Footing Horse Association, is the 
National Service Organization of the American 
Morgan Horse Association. This first American 
breed has gaited genetics found in certain 
lines passed forward from the beginning of 
the breed 200 years ago, through crosses 
with gaited breeds of the era. Gaited 

GAITED CLUBS

Morgans can perform a variety of gaits. For 
information and alist of horses for sale, see 
our website at www.gaitedmorgans.org. Join 
us on Facebook https://www.facebook.com/
groups/gaitedmorganhorseorganization/              
Contact Jim Suddarth, President at 417-286-
4720

GAITED MORGAN HORSE 
ASSOcIATION               
The Gaited Morgan Association is one of 
two National Service Organizations of the 
American Morgan Horse Association promot-
ing Gaited Morgans. There have been Gaited 
Morgans throughout the years since Figure 
was bred to other gaited breeds of the period 
200 years ago. Gaited Morgans have the not-
ed Morgan breed characteristics. In addition, 
they can perform a variety of lateral and even 
four beat gaits. Visit our websitewww.gait-
edmorgans.club for gaited and general horse 
info. There are no membership dues and you 
can follow us on facebookhttps://www.face-
book.com/Gaited.Morgans.Association Contact 
Gary Seibert 502-647-1572 orinfo@gaitedm-
organsassociation.com

THE PURE PlEASURE 
GAITED HORSE ASSOc. Of 
OklAHOMA
The PPGHA provides fun, fellowship, social and 
educational activities for owners and admirers of 
the naturally gaited pleasure horse and presents 
a positive image of the naturally gaited pleasure 
horse to the community and the public at large 
through PPGHA activities; contributes wherever 
and however possible to charitable organiza-
tions involved with the welfare and protection 
of the horse; encourages through education and 
example the use of humane care, training and 
treatment of all gaited horses; so that the gaited 
pleasure horse can be recognized as a contribut-
ing member of the equine community. For more 
information, contact Sherry Robinson: sherry.pp-
gha2013@yahoo.com; www.ppgha.com

Looking for your next trail horse, trainer, or breeding stallion?
Check out these fine farms...

FOSH Directory

Good horsemen are constantly 
observing and training 
themselves to be the best leader 
and guide they can be.

www.imagineahorse.com

A deeper understAnding of your horse thAn you ever 
imagined is waiting for you with enlightened trick horse training. 
the reciprocal relationship you always dreamed of with your horse is 
available from imagine A horse.
Learn from Master Trick Horse Trainers, Allen Pogue and Suzanne De Laurentis with 36 years of combined experience.Imagine A Horse 
method goes light years beyond the simple mechanics “how” of training tricks and concentrates on “why” they benefit the horse.
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By Cindy McCauley, FOSH member and author

For one day, six gorgeous light-shod or keg-shod Walking Horses 
and their riders gaiting in Union Square in front of the Capitol 

building in Washington, D.C., shared the space with congressmen, senators, 
lobbyists, curious on-lookers, and police officers. And yes, don’t forget the 
amped up security ensuring the safety of the congressmen, the bystanders, 
the horses and riders, and, of course, the Capitol building and the Mall 
itself. An unusual sight, to say the least, and several FOSH members were 
responsible for carrying off this event, working in conjunction with the 
membership of The All American Walking Horse Alliance.
 It took a huge amount of planning, but was well worth the time and 
effort of several individuals. The Walk on Washington grabbed the attention 
of the national media, as well as several congressmen who are going to be 
voting on the PAST Act.
 As Jeannie McGuire put it, the event was just “Walking horse advocates 
exercising our First Amendment rights.” Free speech and the right to 
assemble, of course, but the right to ride on public property without fear of 
reprisal? Now THAT took a lot of doing, a lot of planning. Something that 
surely would take months to pull together.
 The idea started with a visit between McGuire and her close friend, 
Lynn Delzingaro. The two, frustrated with the lack of action in Congress 
after the Senate mark-up, had not seen any more movement with the 
PAST Act. McGuire’s interest was not just a passing fancy. She had spent 
numerous hours traveling back and forth from her home in Virginia to D.C. 
to meet with Marty Irby, Congressman Whitfield’s legislative assistant, and 
Dr. Mike Blackwell and to lobby in both houses of Congress.
 Delzingaro questioned McGuire. “Do you think we can get horses into 
the city?” McGuire’s response? “Heck, yea!”
 The two brainstormed. Wouldn’t it be great if they could set up a rally 
with the congressmen speaking and informing attendees of the need for the 
PAST Act? Not a horse parade, but a true, meaningful rally in support of this 
critical piece of legislation? The crazy part of this brainstorming? The two 
began talking about pulling this together on April 25th, 2014. The proposed 
date of the event? June 18th - just 54 days to pull everything together. 

Marty Irby

—Walking the Walk!

 After contacting Irby to see 
if the event served a purpose, 
the green light was given and 
the plan went to the fast track. 
Delzingaro made the contacts to 
inquire about permits. McGuire 
started connecting with horse 
people who shared the same 
fervor about seeing this legislation 
move forward. A particular focus 
was on bringing horses from 
Eric Cantor’s district because his 
committee vote was critical to 
moving the bill forward in the 
House of Representatives.
 Expanding the committee’s 
base was essential. Paula Weaver 
and Diana Morehead were added 
to the group. They both were ex-
cited to be part of and committed 
to the project. Weaver handled 
the financial end of the event, and 
created the Website, all the while 
selling and shipping t-shirts as 
part of the fundraiser. According 
to McGuire, Paula’s steadfastness, 
determination and compassion 
strengthened the group. More-
head, a person with impeccable 
attention to detail, took on the 
task of seeking and contracting 
with vendors. She served as the 
journalist for the group, writing 
and submitting press releases as 
the date approached. She also pro-

WALK ON 
WASHINGTON

conintued page 36
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vided information for the social media sites where all 
planning and fundraising was done.
 Delzingaro, a person with the incredible ability to 
work under pressure and remain respectful, inspired 
the group to cooperate. She and Jacquie Cowan 
handled the coordination of 60 volunteers for the 
event. Denise Parsons made certain that the proper 
paperwork for the horses had been submitted and the 
horse and parking permits were in place.
 McGuire took on the graphic art design work and 
launch of the Facebook page. She worked with Clant 
Seay to organize the national press before, during and 
after the event. Even now, national news agencies 
are in contact with McGuire to learn more about the 
WOW and about the need for Congress to act on the 
PAST Act.

Why organize such an event?
As an active lobbyist, McGuire began feeling that people 
involved in the movement were becoming disillusioned 
with the lack of movement on the PAST Act. She felt that 
this was a way to give the people behind the movement 
a voice. “We wanted to create an event that could not be 
duplicated or denied.” ~ Jeannie McGuire, FOSH member 
and one of the creators of WOW.

The take-aways from the event?
“I and five other dedicated sound horse advocates had the 
honor of bringing horses to represent every Walking Horse 
in this country in DC. This was a huge responsibility 
that everyone that attended took to heart. We were 
representing those that are fighting for a sound horse and 
fair sportsmanship in competition, and we were also there 
representing those horses that can’t speak for themselves, 
those that live every day in pain as Performance Show 
Horses.” ~ Denise Parsons - lifetime member of FOSH

“Pride and fruition. FOSH has been the true Guardian for 
the breed when no one else bothered to think it important. 
For Friends of Sound Horses, it’s not just about show 
horses. It’s more. It’s about integrity and true well-being 
for the horses and their human partners. WOW was an 
opportunity to stand in front of the nation’s Capitol and to 
remember that we can ALWAYS make a difference. It was 
immensely moving and reaffirming.” ~ Jeannie McGuire

The impact of WOW
“The national press coverage that was achieved during 
and after the Walk on Washington made all the hard work 
in preparation for the event worth it. The nation and the 
world know about the problem of soring through the press 
coverage, and this coverage has given momentum to the 
passage of the PAST Act. A law which will free Tennessee 
Walking Horses from the failed self-regulation, stacks/pads 
of the Performance Horse and action devices used in sore 
horses to accentuate an artificial gait.”  ~ Denise Parsons

Appreciation abounds
Marty Irby, Special Assistant to Congressman Ed 
Whitfield, co-author of the PAST Act, conveys his 
appreciation to the many people involved in this 
special event. “I would like to thank the tremendous 
amount of supporters and those who worked tirelessly 
to bring this event together!”

And FOSH? We are thankful, too, appreciative for a job 
well done! Our members and other horse enthusiasts 
are thinking outside the box and walking the walk to 
help get the PAST Act through Congress! Thanks to 
those who devoted much of their time and efforts to 
make the Walk On Washington a success, for going 
above and beyond in advocating for the beautiful 
Tennessee Walking Horse, really for all horses.

from page 35
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Raindrop therapy is an excellent adjunct to any other 
treatment used to correct defects in the spine, minimize 
back pain and/or strengthen the horses’ immune 
system. Wellness can be achieved in so many ways, 
some people are more in tune with the plant essences, 
others may be more comfortable with micro current or 
sound therapy, and there are limitless possibilities on 
the path to balance and health. The fun thing about the 
oils is that they help you, the one applying them as 
much as the horse, and even barn mates or herd mates 
will benefit from inhaling the oils on their neighbor. If 
you have any calling to use essential oils on yourselves 
or your horses, I recommend you put equine raindrop 
therapy in your toolkit! 
 Back in the mid 90’s, I was shown three not so 
different methods of aligning the spine by three very 
powerful healers. All of these techniques involved 
essential oils, sometimes topical herbs, soft tissue work 
and some form of heat. My first two mentors were 
Native American shamans; Ishtalla a Lakota Sioux 
medicine woman in McCall, Idaho, and Tismal who 
shared his method of spinal alignment with me and 
a handful of other holistic veterinarians after hours at 
an AHVMA conference in St. Louis, Mo. A year later I 
was attending a seminar on the science and chemistry 
of therapeutic essential oils for M.D.’s only given 
by Dr. Gary Young in Scottsdale, AZ. Volunteering 
to assist him in performing a raindrop therapy on a 
woman with severe scoliosis, I saw her spine shift to a 
healthier state in front of my eyes!  I looked up at Dr. 
Young and exclaimed,” I want to do this for horses.” 
He looked me right in the eyes and said “Good, you 
should.” So I prayed and meditated, asking for more 
guidance about how to apply the technique and came 
up with a protocol, even made a video, and it is high 
time for a second version because through the years 
there have been variations on the theme depending 
on the individual being treated. The most important 
part of this story is that the universe kept calling my 
attention to these techniques and I listened. Thousands 
of horses’ have benefitted, I even hear from folks in 
Dubois and Africa relaying success stories about 
Equine Raindrop Therapy. 
 The basic principle is to re-align the spine, and help 
the horse achieve equal standing on all 4 feet. I like to 
see my patients standing with “4 on the floor.” With 
Mother Earth’s energy flowing up all the channels, 
all systems can run smoothly, and the horses’ full 
energy body lights up. This is why I start the Raindrop 
treatment with Valor on the sacrum, withers, poll, 
and sternum, and then on the heels of all 4 feet. Valor 

balances the physical and electrical energies of the 
body and is touted as a chiropractor in a bottle. Next 
a sequence of anti-viral, antimicrobial, anti-spasmodic 
and anti-inflammatory oils is applied to the inside of 
the hind legs stimulating the spleen, liver and kidney 
meridians. These are the most influential meridians on 
the immune system and this opens the channels for 
easy elimination of toxins and inflammatory residues. 
Sometimes, especially if I am treating a respiratory 
condition, I apply the same oils; Thyme, Oregano, 
Cypress, Birch, Basil, and Peppermint to the inside 
of the front legs also. This will stimulate the lung and 
large intestine meridians.  A Tibetan acupressure 
technique known as Vita flex therapy is applied to the 
insides of the legs from the hocks or knees downward. 
This is also an excellent time to do fascial release work 
on the hocks, fetlocks and/or knees while the oils are 
on board. 
 Now we move up to the spine and drop the same 
oils plus Marjoram along the spine moving from the 
sacrum forward to the withers. The bottle is held about 
6-9 inches above the spine and that is why it is called 
Raindrop therapy. When you get really attuned to the 
oils you can feel the differences in the vibration and 
energetic of each oil. I highly recommend you seek 
out someone to give you a Raindrop before you treat 
a horse with it. It is wonderful! A mixing oil is also 
applied generously over the spine to help diminish the 
heat of the Thyme and Oregano, and to help all of the 
oils to travel down the hair shaft and into the skin. This 
can be jojoba, grape seed, olive, almond, wheat germ, 
coconut oil or a combination thereof.  Aroma Seiz, the 
last oil is applied on either side along the paraspinal 
muscles so that they can relax while the spine re-
arranges itself. There are a myriad of ligaments and 
connective tissues in between and surrounding the 
vertebrae. I believe these oils go deep and release 
tension which can be physical, chemical and emotional 
around the vertebral bodies. Vita flex techniques are 
applied to the spine and then a hot moist towel is rolled 
onto the back. This hot towel is the part for me that 
feels simply decadent! The Vita flex technique excites 
the tissue to heightened receptivity and encourages 
the tissue to shift to a healthier more balanced state. 
Sometimes it only takes a deep breath from the horse 
for the back to give way to a straighter more supple 
and comfortable spine. Depending on the weather a 
cooler or heavy blanket is placed over the hot towel to 
keep the heat in for 10 minutes or so. Often times I will 

Equine Raindrop Therapy 
by Dr. Heather Mack; (Reprinted by permission)

continued page 43
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This is a continuation of the previous article published in 
The Sound Advocate. When lateral positions are combined 
into patterns their relationship to each other becomes more 
apparent. In this installment we will look at how leg-yield can 
help half-pass and changing from shoulder-in to shoulder-
out requires a change of bend. To describe the differencs in 
position I will use the 5 primary characteristics of lateral 
work previously disucssed: Direction, Bend, Orientation, 
Tracks and Gait to compare the various positions.

leg-Yield to Half Pass and back again
An effective exercise to improve half-pass (moving 
diagonally forward/sideways into the bend) is leg-
yield (moving forward sideways away from the bend) 
while continuing to travel in the same direction 
around the arena (either left or right). Both are on a 
diagonal line. Going from half-pass to leg yield and 
back again teaches the horse not to lean his ribcage 
against the rider’s inside leg.
 When first learning half-pass horses often lose 
the bend. They bulge the ribcage against the riders’s 
leg instead keeping the ribs on the inside of bend 
closer together (side bend in humans) and the ribs 
on the outside further apart. By asking them to move 
away from the inside leg, leg-yield, you reestablish 
the shape in the ribcage and ensure that the outside 
hind leg holds the weight while the inside hind steps 
forward sideways. As you return to half-pass the horse 
will stay bent as he moves diagonally into the bend. Be 
sure to start early enough after the turn from the short 
wall and only do a few strides of each or you may find 
yourself on the end wall before you have a chance to 
switch back to half-pass from leg-yield. [Fig 1.]

Figure 1. (Beginning with the straight horse on the 
center line.)  Half-pass right to leg-yield left. Moving 
towards the upper right hand corner of the arena the 
horse bends right and proceeds in half-pass right; 
traveling diagonally into the right bend towards the 
track, he then changes to leg yield to the left. Note that 
in the leg-yield the horse is also moving diagonally, 
now to the left, away from the rider’s inside (right) 
leg, The horse must keep a slight right bend and move 
away from the bend towards the centerline. 

Riding from One Lateral 
Position to Another (Part 2)
By Wendy Murdoch; Copyright© 2014. All rights reserved.
www.murdochmethod.com

 There are two critical points to keep in mind for 
this exercise. If when leg yielding, you arrive at the 
end of the arena, turn in the direction of bend (right if 
leg yielding to the left away from the right leg) so that 
you don’t have to make an abrupt change of bend. 
Second you really have to plan where you are going 
or you will run out of room before you know it! If you 
arrive at the wall in half-pass, straighten the horse 
and continue in the direction you are facing. In this 
instance tracking to the left. 

Half-pass left to leg-yield right. From the straight 
position on the center line the horse can bend left and 
proceeds in half-pass left; moving diagonally towards 
the track, into the left bend on two tracks, then change 
to leg-yield right. Essentially everything the same as 
the the previous movement except that the bend is left 
instead of right. Therefore the leg yield would be to 
the right and you would turn left as you approach the 
short side of the arena.

leg-yield right to half-pass left. Beginning from the 
bottom left hand corner proceed straight forward 
along the left side until you reach the quarter line. 
Turn onto the quarter line and proceed in leg-yield 
right (diagonal line, left bend traveling right towards 
the center line on two tracks). Upon reaching the 
center line you could proceed in half-pass left 
(moving diagonally, to the left into the left bend) until 
your reach the track. From there you would proceed 
tracking right along the wall. Alternately you could 
change from half-pass left to leg-yield right and track 
left upon reaching the short wall (as depicted).
 Leg-yield left to half-pass right. This pattern is the 
mirror image of the one above. Tracking right (bottom 
right) proceed to the quarter line. Turn up the quarter 
line and begin leg-yield left (diagonal line, moving 
to the left away from the right bend) then change to 
half-pass right (moving diagonally into the right bend 
towards the wall on two tracks). Upon reaching the 
track you could proceed tracking left along the wall 
or leg-yield left for a few steps as depicted if you have 
enough room.
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keep the horse upright in his 
withers especially if he has a 
tendency to rotate his ribcage 
instead of bend. If at any time 
the horse loses his balance you 
can switch back to leg-yield to 
help him recover. 

is my shoulder-in or 
shoulder-out?
Many riders find riding shoul-
ders in to out is conceptually 
difficult. It is simply maintain-
ing the horse’s shoulders-in 
body position while riding a 
change of direction. Riding 
this figure accurately can be 
quite challenging especially if 
you tend to lose your orienta-
tion. Once you get the feel for 
this movement you will be able 
to change from shoulders-in 
to shoulders-out on a circle or 
along the wall. To start it may 
be easier to change direction 
while maintaining shoulders-
in (see Fig. 2.)

Figure 2. shoulder-in right to 
shoulder out right. Beginning 
on the left side of the illustration 
the horse is moving forward 
straight along the track. He 
then proceeds in shoulder-in 
(straight, bent right, shoulders 
towards the middle of the circle 
to the right on three tracks). He 
continues in shoulder-in on the 
the circle for one half of a10 
meter circle. While maintaining 
the shoulder-in right he croses 

the center line then proceeds on a 10 meter circle to 
the left without changing position along the arc for a 
half 10 meter circle to the left. Arriving at the track the 
horse is in shoulder-out (right) then straightens upon 
reaching the corner. The shoulders remained to the 
right throughout the entire movement. The change 
of direction is why the position is not out vs in. The 
shoulders are toward the wall when traveling in the 
opposite direction.

shoulder-in left to shoulder out left. You can repeat 
the above sequence however this time begin with the 
shoulder-in to the left. Starting at the bottom right 

Changing from one bend to the other. On a very well 
schooled horse one could ride the entire diagonal 
line in this illustration which would require a change 
of bend in order to ride from leg-yield into half-
pass. Beginning from the bottom right hand corner 
traveling straight on the quarter line the horse begins 
on the diagonal line in leg-yield left (moving left away 
from the bend). Upon reaching the center line he must 
straighten and change bend while continuing to travel 
diagonally from right to left now in half-pass left. 
 From the other direction the horse is tracking left. 
Starting at the bottom left hand corner would be the 
mirror image, leg-yield right to half-pass right after 
crossing the center line. This exercise can be used to 

Figure 1

continued page 40
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of the illustration the horse is straight then proceeds 
in shoulder-in (moving straight forward bent left, 
shoulders in towards the center of the circle on three 
tracks). The horse continues in shoulder-in on for one 
half of a 10 meter circle. Upon reaching the center 
line the horse maintains the shoulder-in left for a few 
strides, then begins to move to the right on the arc of 
a 10 meter circle right without changing his position. 
In other words the horse maintains the shoulders to 

the left, which, after crossing the center line becomes 
shoulder-out.
 You could also go from a straight line to shoulder-
out. However you have to make sure there is enough 
room by moving to a slightly inner track so that 
the horse has enough space to move the shoulders 
closer to the wall. You can also go from shoulder-
out (shoulders left tracking right) to shoulder-in 
(shoulders left tracking left) by coming down the 
centerline in shoulder-out then riding 1/2 10meter 
circle and proceeding in the same position in the 
opposite direction. Once again instead of changing 
the horse’s position relative to the wall you change 
your direction and therefore go from shoulder-out to 

shoulder-in. 

Figure 3: Shoulder-in to 
shoulder-out on the straight 
line. Beginning in the bottom 
left hand corner the horse 
is straight on a slightly 
inner track to make sure the 
is sufficient room for the 
shoulders when they move off 
the track to the outside. The 
horse proceeds in shoulder- 
out, straight on the track, bent 
left, shoulders oriented to the 
outside of the arena on three 
tracks. The horse straightens 
before proceeding to shoulder-
in right (traveling straight 
along the track bent right, 
oriented towards the center of 
the arena on three tracks). 

Changing from shoulders-
left to shoulders-right on the 
center line. On the center line 
“in” and “out” can get a bit 
confusing. It really depends on 
whether the horse is going to 
continue on the straight line or 
onto a left or right circle from 
the center line. If the horse is 
continuing straight then “in” 
and “out” lose meaning since 
they are neither away from or 
towards the center of a circle. 
If however the horse were to 
proceed on a circle to the right 
it would called be shoulder-in. 
If the horse were to proceed 
on a circle to the left with the 
shoulders-right it would be a 
shoulder-out. Conversely it 
would be shoulder- in if the 

Figure 2

One Lateral Position
from page 39
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shoulders were to the left and then traveling on a circle to the left 
and shoulders- out if the shoulders were to the left on a circle to 
the right. Personally I find it easier to refer to shoulders-left or 
right when on a straight line to keep from getting too confused. 
 Next time we will continue to look at the relationships between 
the remaining lateral movements. In the mean time I suggest you 
break out the zucchini again and ride it around a countertop to 
get a handle on how you can go from one movement to the other. 
Think again of what the characteristics are of each movement 
and see if you can’t work out the relationships on your own. This 
will go a long way towards you overall understand of lateral 
work and how to combine different positions for optimum 
improvement in your horse’s self-carriage.

Figure 3

Save the Date!!

Oct 11-12 2014
FOSH 2014

FundraiSer CliniC
Bridle ridge aCreS,

HillSBOrO, MO

Featuring: 
Gaited Horse Trainer,
Author and Clinician, 

Gary Lane

• All Gaited Breeds 
Welcome

• Riders and Auditors 
Welcome

• More Information Soon!

Contact Teresa:  
tbippen1957@yahoo.com 

All proceeds benefit 
Friends of Sound Horses

A nonprofit 501(c)(3) 
organization

Sponsors appreciated.
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Events of Interest

30-02 WESTERN DRESSAGE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA WORLD SHOW AND 
ANNUAL MEETING. Tulsa Expo Square Built Ford Tough Livestock 
and Mustang Arenas. Tulsa, OK. Www.wdaaworldshow.org www.
westerndressageassociation.org. 

NOVEMBER 
01-02 WDAA WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP HORSE SHOW. Tulsa Expo Square 

Built Ford Tough Livestock and Mustang Arenas. Tulsa, OK. Www.
wdaaworldshow.org www.westerndressageassociation.org. 

06-09 BODY WORK AND LESSON DAYS WITH DEBBIE DAVIES. North NJ. Contact 
Kate Gotterup at kcgotterup@comcast.net

07-10 CONNECTED RIDING CLINIC AND LESSON DAY WITH DIANE SEPT. Joyful 
Noise Farm, Pryor, OK. Contact Larry Lees at L.Lees@sbcglobal.net.

15-16 LESSON DAYS WITH DIANE SEPT. Lusby, MD. Contact goebelkr@comcast.net.

22-23 FOSH PARTNERS WITH CONNECTED RIDING INSTRUCTORS DEB DAVIES 
& JILLIAN KREINBRING, HSUS AND THE HOUSTON MOUNTED PATROL. 
Preparing the Horse’s Postural Muscles to Carry Riders—Classroom 
and Practical Instruction. Houston Mounted Patrol Faciliyt, Houston, 
TX. Space is limited to 15 auditors on a first come, first served basis. 
Contact editor@fosh.info to make a reservation.

DECEMBER
01-02 CONNECTED RIDING LESSONS AND BODY WORK WITH DEBBIE DAVIES. 

Austin, TX. Contact Deborah Davies at equestrianeducation@juno.com.

04-05 BODY WORK AND LESSON DAYS WITH DEBBIE DAVIES. Eugene, OR. 
Contact Julie Staub at julieannstaub@aol.com.

05-07 LARRY WHITESELL 3 DAY GAITED HORSEMANSHIP CLINIC. Opelousas, LA. 
Contact Ed at (337)303-5759 or coacho45@hotmail.com

08-09 BODY WORK AND LESSON DAYS WITH DEBBIE DAVIES. Eugene, OR. 
Contact Julie Staub at julieannstaub@aol.com.

10-11 CONNECTED RIDING LESSONS AND BODY WORK WITH DEBBIE DAVIES. 
Joyful Noise Farm, Pryor, OK. Contact L.Lees@sbcglobal.net. 

19-21 LARRY WHITESELL 3 DAY GAITED HORSEMANSHIP CLINIC. Lady Lake, FL. 
Contact Barbara at (850)673-9579 or barbarajb14@earthlink.net.

SEPTEMBER
26 PEKIN RIDING CLUB FOSH SANCTIONED SHOW. South Pekin, IL. 

For Show information call (309) 477-2664. perkinsridingclub.com 
perkinridingclub@yahoo.com

26-28 LARRY WHITESELL 3 DAY GAITED HORSEMANSHIP CLINIC. Pryor, OK. 
Contact Larry Lees at (918) 633-9288 or l.lees@sbcglobal.net

26-28 CHRIS IRWIN 3 DAY HORSEMANSHIP CLINIC. Riversong Ranch, Whitecourt, 
AB, Canada. Contact (877) 394-6773 or info@chrisirwin.com

OCTOBER 
03-04 AMERICAN HORSEWOMAN”S CHALLENGE. Lazy E Arena, Guthrie, OK. 

Check out www.horsewomanschallenge.com. 

04-05 LESSON DAYS WITH DIANE SEPT. Humboldt, SD. Contact erin@
headhearthooves.com.

04-07 CHRIS IRWIN HORSEMANSHIP LESSONS, STAR, Lenoir City, TN. Contact 
info@chrisirwin.com or jbgreenback@aol.com 

08-11 IMAGINE A HORSE TRICK TRAINING CAMP, Red Horse Ranch, Dripping 
Springs, TX. Contact 512-736-3208 or sue@ImagineAHorse.com .

09-13 AMERICAN HOOF ASSOCIATION SEMINAR. Washington, DC Check out www.
americanhoofassociation.org.

10 PEKIN RIDING CLUB FOSH SANCTIONED DOUBLE POINTS SHOW. South 
Pekin, IL. For Show information call (309) 477-2664. perkinsridingclub.
com perkinridingclub@yahoo.com

11-12 FOSH FUNDRAISER WITH GARY LANE. Bridle Ridge Acres, Hillsboro, MO. 
All Gaited breeds, riders and auditors welcome. Proceeds benefit FOSH. 
Contact Teresa at tbippen1957@yahoo.com. 

11-12 CONNECTED RIDING CLINIC WITH DIANE SEPT. Virginia Beach, VA. 
Contact tfinley6@cox.net. 

12-15 CONNECTED RIDING LESSONS AND BODY WORK WITH DEBBIE DAVIES. 
Green Bay, WI. Contact Trish Rogatzki at tmrogo@centurytel.net.

16-17 CONNECTED RIDING LESSONS AND BODY WORK WITH DEBBIE DAVIES. 
Spring Grove, IL. Contact Kathy Boetcher at meadowsweet60081@
yahoo.com. 

17-19 LARRY WHITESELL 3 DAY GAITED HORSEMANSHIP CLINIC. Sandia Park, 
NM. Contact Susan at (505) 239-7127 or spearsusanc@yahoo.com

18-19 ROCKY MOUNTAIN RENDEZVOUS HOSTED BY MIDWEST MOUNTAIN 
HORSE ASSOCIATION. Flying M Arena, MT. Vernon, MO. Contact Mark 
Higginbotham for information. (816) 304-4802 or fairwind@towerns.net. 

24-26 CONNECTED RIDING CLINC. Hands on Harmony. DeWitt, MI. Contact 
handsonharmonykg@yahoo.com.

24-26 LARRY WHITESELL 3 DAY GAITED HORSEMANSHIP CLINIC. Sunbury, NC. 
Contact Cheryl at (252) 465-4184 or ceason@embarqmail.com. 

24-26 CHRIS IRWIN HORSEMANSHIP CLINIC. Elite Equestrian Center, Welland, 
Ontario, Canada. Contact 877-394-6773 or info@chrisirwin.com 

25-26 MAPPING THE JIGSAW- GROUNDWORK AND RIDING WITH DEBBIE 
DAVIES. Joyful Noise Farm, Pryor, OK. Contact L.Lees@sbcglobal.net.

FOSH - ALWAYS ONLINE
www.fosh.info 

www.foshgaitedsporthorse.com
www.foshgaitedjourney.com 

Facebook: 
Friends of Sound Horses

Friends of Sound Horses Group
Dressage Fundamentals for Gaited Horses

FOSH Gaited Journey
FOSH Gaited Distance Riders

Gaited Sport Horse

twitter@FOSHJourney

These Events of Interest are provided as a benefit to FOSH members and Sound Advocate readers and are linked to FOSH in some way. The clinicians listed are members of FOSH. The Expos listed will have 
FOSH supporters distributing sound horse literature and/or will have a FOSH member clinician participating. A FOSH Santioned Show is governed by the FOSH IJA Rulebook and will be designated A, AA, AA+, 
or AAA. All High Point Awards are only earned at FOSH Sanctioned shows. A FOSH Affiliated Show uses FOSH DQPs for inspection. Shows may be sanctioned and affiliated with FOSH. Please check with Show 
Management to determine the FOSH status of the Show. Send events to: KThorsemandship@yahoo.com
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FOSH Membership Application and Order Form
 (All annual memberships include an electronic bi-monthly issue of the Sound Advocate and an Educational Packet)

Type of Membership (check one)

Annual Single q $ 30 Annual family q $50 Annual Youth (<18) q $20 lifetime q $600
Organization (for your Gaited Horse club or Association) q$50 6 issues of Sound Advocate mailed to your home (yr) q $15

(Please Print Neatly)

Name: _____________________________________________________________________________________________

Address:__________________________________________ city:__________________State: _______Zip code: _____

Phone: ___________________________E-mail: _________________________ Breed(s) of Horse(s): _______________

Additional Donations: q $20 q $30 q $40 q $50 q Other $_____

Total Enclosed: $_________Payment by check or credit card (please make checks payable in US funds)

 card #_________________________________________ _____ Expiration date________________________________

 credit card authorized signature _____________________________________________________________________

 Send your payment to: FOSH • 6614 Clayton Rd #105 • St. Louis, MO 63117

 **All Donations are tax deductible**

do some soft tissue work around the head, poll and 
neck while the horse is “marinating” or I will do some 
energy work on his etheric body, or just close my eyes 
and meditate with him.   
 If there are toxins coming out of the spine there will 
be areas of raised hair that looks like hives. It is thought 
that many spinal misalignments and some types of 
scoliosis are caused by viruses, bacteria or fungi that 
hibernate in the spine. These raised areas may persist 
for 2-3 days so do not do your first raindrop before an 
important event like a show or parade. Also be sure 
the horse’s back and legs are clean so you do not create 
a scurfing situation. Lastly, the horses’ back must be 
kept out of direct sunlight for at least 8 hours after the 
treatment as some of the oils cause hypersensitivity 
with direct sunlight. Once I have taken the towel 
and blankets off I like to let them move around by 
themselves preferably in a soft sandy pen or well 
bedded stall so they can roll. 
 I recommend a thorough evaluation of the horse 
before doing a Raindrop. The feet and the jaw must 

be balanced before a raindrop can help change a 
horse’s posture.  I often recommend simple postural 
rehabilitation stretches and exercises, myofascial 
releases, and gentle bodywork before and after a 
raindrop. If you are qualified, some chiropractic work 
is often appropriate but I find that the horse adjusts 
much more readily the day after. Quite often they are 
so loose that they adjust themselves with the stretches, 
no manipulations are necessary.  
 Not only is Equine Raindrop Therapy great for 
sore backs, but it is fabulous for boosting the immune 
system. You can do just one horse in a load of say 6 or 
8 that will be shipping across the country or to Canada 
and the other horses will all benefit from inhaling the 
aromas of the oils. Or, if you are at a show and the 
neighboring horses are coming down with influenza 
for example, you can raindrop your horses that are the 
closest to the sick ones not only to protect them, but to 
build a wall of defense for the rest of your barn. That is 
the beauty of the Raindrop, it picks up the vibration of 
the horse receiving it and the horses he comes in close 
contact with, and you, the person applying the oils gets 
a boost to your vitality and immunity just by touching 
and breathing the oils. It is a win/win situation and 
truly fun to do.

— Dr. Heather K. Mack 
Mobile: 760-447-0776 • www.balancedequinewellness.com 

Raindrop Therapy 
from page 37
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Friends of Sound Horses, Inc
6614 Clayton Road #105; St. Louis, MO 63117

CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED
Got GAIT? Go FOSH!!
www.fosh.info


